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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Background

The words 'Russian Public Relations" still sound somewhat strange to many

people. Nevertheless, this profession exists in Russia and its history can be traced back tq

1989 when public opinion and free press really came to the political arena in the Soviet

Union during elections to the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. During the years of

"perestroika" and the following refonns people learned to express their opinions openly

and the mass media became much more independent from authorities. However, such an

important issue as effectiveness of communication was not addressed.

One of the ways to increase the effectiveness of public relations is to look for

existing professional experience and to identify the elements which could be used in

Russia. Thus, the development of the public relations profession in that country can

bypass some stages of its development and reach the highest possible level of

professional performance through a shorter period of time. The profession of public

relations is just emerging in Russia but it existed for many years in other countries. So,

the experience of PR industries in countries other than Russia can be used as a basis for

quicker development. The task is to identify the most developed industry(s) and the

elements of its experience which could serve Russian PR development.

The following areas of professional experience are the most useful for Russian PR

practitioners: sophisticated professional techniques, use of technologies in professional

work, interaction between PR professionals, organization and structure of professional



associations, development and promotion of the public relations profession, measurement

of the effectiveness of professional work, training and education of working and

prospective practitioners. All these areas can be composed into three major areas: the

practical experience ofPR practitioners; the experience of professional organizations; and

the experience of professional training and education.

Theoretical Framework

According to the theory of public relations developed by James E. Grunig, there

are four models of public relations: press agentry, public information, two-way

asymmetrical, and two-way symmetrical.!

Press agentry model is characterized by one-way dissemination of information

with the purpose to influence an organization's publics. Little or no care is given to the

accuracy of information.

Public information model is also characterized by one-way dissemination of

information from organizations to publics. Generally, only the good information about

organization is reported but it is generally truthful and accurate.

Two-way asymmetrical model emerged from the incorporation of behavioral and

social sciences into public relations practice. The information, according to this model is

not just disseminated but also gathered by practitioners. Science is applied to practice in

order to make a communication more effective or to manipulate publics "for good

reason."

Two-way symmetrical model is also based upon scientific approach to public

relations practice and incorporates both gathering and dissemination of information. But
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this model emphasize the ethics, interpreting publics and client to each other mutual

understanding, and influencing not just the publics but organizational policies as well.

These models reflect the stages of the development of the public relations

profession as well as direct the development of the profession toward the most effective,

as Grunig and his colleagues believe, two-way symmetrical model of PR practice.

Each of the models of public relations could serve as a normative theory of
public relations. They could tell a practitioner how to be a press agent or
public information specialist, for example. We believe, however that the
two way symmetrical model should be the nonnative model for public
relations - that it describes how excellent public relations should be
practiced.

In addition, we believe that the four models describe how public relations
actually is practiced - that they are a positive (descriptive) theory of public

I · .,2re atlOns.'

The application of Grunig's four models, along with the practical experience of

American public relations, to Russian public relations would help to choose the direction

of development of that profession in Russia and shape that development in the best

possible way, to make it more systematic.
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Statement of the Problem

The application of the four models of public relations to the problem of the

international development of the profession allows the researcher to compare the public

relations activities conducted in different countries. If the four models of public relations

could be identified in public relations practices of different countries then those practices

can be expected to develop along similar lines and by similar rules. But there is a lack of

knowledge on the multicultural application of the four models of public relations.

Previous studies were concerned mostly with their application to PR practice in

one particular country. There was no study of the practices of public relations specialists

who belong to the countries with professional environment (politics, economy, culture,

media system, etc.) different from the country where they perfonn their professional

duties. There has been no study of the professional practices of Americans practicing

public relations internationally and the application of the four models theory to their

practice. Such a study would help to detennine how successfully U.S. public relations is

perfonned abroad and what of the practice could be considered as common to any public

relations practice without regard to the local environment.

Purpose of the Study

The first purpose of this study to detennine whether the Russian public relations

profession is developing within the four models theoretical framework and, consequently,

can be compared to other countries' public relations profession identified with those four
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models. Especially important is the comparison of Russian and American PR practices.

This will be the first such study of Russian public relations.

The second purpose' is to determine whether international PR perfonned by

American practitioners can be identified with the four models theory and what elements

of public relations are perfonned internationally. In other words, the study will detennine

what in public relations practice is most influenced by local environment and what. is

influenced least.

Overall, the study will try to identify the elements of public relations as a

profession in common sense of that word, as a profession with common set of elements

which do not differ from country to country.

Methodology

The study is a three-part research effort of the practices of Russian and American

public relations practitioners.

The first part will consist of a mail survey of Russian practitioners working in the

St. Petersburg region. The sample includes 30 members of the St. Petersburg Association

of Public Relations Specialists who are presumed to lead the development of profession

in their region. Survey was done in November -December of 1995.

The second part is a mail survey of American practitioners working

internationally. The sample includes 44 practitioners out of about 200 members of two

major American associations, International Association of Business Communicators and

Public Relations Society of America who are involved in international PRo The second
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survey was done in January -February of 1996. The last part is a comparison of the results

of the two surveys.

The study will answer the following research questions:

1. What public relations functions are performed by American practitioners

internationally?

2. What public relations functions are performed by Russian practitioners?

3. What models of public relations fit the international activities of American and

activities of Russian PR practitioners?

4. What things can Russian PR practitioners learn from their American

counterparts?

The survey will determine what activities Russian practitioners perform, with

what frequency, and what are their professional needs and what activities are performed

by Americans internationally. Successful application of the four-models theory to

Russian practices and international practices of American specialists will indicate the

universal nature of those models of public relations. Finally, the study results should

serve as a basis for recommendations on how to use the experience of U.S. public

relations to develop the profession in Russia.

Significance of tbe Study

Russian public relations practitioners would benefit if the study determines the

elements or functions of PR profession that could be transferred internationally and if the

study will indicate that Russian PR is following the common scheme of development. It

will allow Russian practitioners to significantly reduce the time of the profession's
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development through the initial stages and to come to the higher stage of development

faster then it could otherwise. For example the sophisticated American techniques of

communication could be already applied to various projects in Russia. Also, the

American experience shared with Russian specialists would help to shape the training and

education of acting and prospective specialists at the current stage of the profession's

development.

The study results could be also beneficial for international PR practitioners and

educators, and PR practitioners in all the countries where this profession is just passing

the stage of initial development. In the long run, the study will be one of the steps toward

possible creation of a set of elements, principles, and theories of PR that can be used

and taught internationally.

Limitations of the Study

The limitations of the study include:

- the small amount of the research material currently available due to the relative

novelty of the topic;

- the difference in the professional terms used in both countries which makes it

difficult to secure perfect understanding of the questionnaire by both Russian and

American practitioners;

- the absence of a reliable and complete directory of Russian public relations

practitioners, which makes nearly impossible composing the representative sample even

within one region (St. Petersburg);
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- the difficulties in communication to within, and from Russia that makes

impossible the survey of the practitioners throughout Russia within the given time and

limits the study to the S1. Petersburg region which is one of the two most developed in

terms of public relations regions in Russia (Moscow region is another one). The study

sample is composed of the members of only one professional organization - St.

Petersburg Association of Public Relations Specialists. The sample size is still too small

to make reliable generalization about Russian PR based on this study findings solely, so it

is used to receive a first impression. Further study will be needed to draw the complete

picture of Russian PRo

Thesis Plan

The second chapter will be devoted to the literature covering public relations

practices in different countries, case studies, personal and companies' experiences,

educational programs, etc. Special attention will paid to the research materials concerned

with international PRo The materials will deal with the work of PR practitioners

(Americans) in other countries or the use of American schemes. techniques or theories by

other countries' practitioners.

The third chapter will explain the methodology of the study. All its elements will

be covered including sampling procedures, composition of the questionnaire, data

gathering mechanics, and analysis.

The fourth chapter will explain what was found by the study and what the

findings mean. The interpretation of the results will be given.
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The fifth chapter will sum up the findings. Recommendations to the practitioners

and researchers will be given. Recommendations for further research will be made.3
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NOTES

I James E. Grunig and Larissa A. Grunig, "Models of Public Relations and

Communication", in Excellence in Public Relations and Communication Mana~ement ed.

by James E. Grunig, (Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Publishers, 1992): 291.

2 Ibid.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Attributes of the Public Relations Profession: Chapter Overview

The profession and the very name of public relations appeared in the United States

of America in last decades of the 19th century.) Some scholars date it as early as the last

decades of the 16th century? Others suggest, to avoid polemics, to assume that

communication is an ancient art and that "public relations" in simply the current term.3

Indeed, the history of the world encounters numerous examples of the use of publicity and

propaganda to promote, defend, or defeat something. The history of World War I is such

an example oflarge-scale propaganda operations conducted by all the fighting countries.4

Does utilization of some techniques of a profession indicate the existence of the

profession itself? To answer this question a researcher has to define the necessary attributes

of a profession. Frank Wylie suggested "four basic requirements" that constitute a

profession: "a well defined body of knowledge, completion of a generally standardized and

prescribed course of graduate study, examination and certification by a state, oversight by a

state agency which has disciplinary powers over the practitioner's behavior."s

According to Wylie, public relations meets only one of four requirements and,

therefore, it is not yet a profession.6 But, for example, sociology and journalism are among

the predecessors of modem public relations and neither of these two professions is certified

by the state, and neither one is under the disciplinary power of some government agency.

Some countries, like Italy, have a system of certification of journalists but the state does

not exercise oversight of journalists' practices. 7
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The "established professions" could be defined by their nature by their specific

techniques and objectives. These specific attributes of professions apply internationally

and do not depend upon a particular cultural environment. Consequently, if public relations

is a profession it has to have some attributes that are common to public relations practices

around the globe. The review of the literature on international public relations practices can

help to identify the existing commonalties in those practices.

Since the public relations in United States is presumed to be the most developed in

the world, the first part of the literature review will consider the practical and theoretical

development of American PRo Then European public relations practices will be considered.

The main focus of this part ofliterature review will be on Western Europe and Russia. The

reason for such attention to Western Europe is that the PR industry in that region is often

mentioned as the most developed in the world, except for the United States.

The attention to Russia is justified by the purpose of this study. Also the

availability of literature affected the structure of this part of the review. Western Europe

and Russia are covered more in literature than any other part of Europe. In fact, Western

Europe is better covered in literature than any other region of the world. except for the

United States of America.

The third part of the literature review will be devoted to the public relations practice

of developing countries. The selection of the countries for analysis is affected also by the

availability of literature.

Finally, the common features of public relations in different countries will be

summarized and international practice of public relations will be considered.
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Public Relations in the United States of America

The Development of PR

The first stage of the development of public relations profession in the United

States carne in the last decades of 19th century. That was the time when many

organizations started to hire people able to conduct public relations activities. Following

that trend the activities of public relations practitioners were institutionalized.

"The Mutual Life Insurance Company in 1888 hired journalist Charles J.
Smith to write press releases designed to improve its image. In 1889
Westinghouse Corporation established what is said to be the first in-house
publicity department.. .. The first publicity agency, known as the Publicity
Bureau, was established in Boston in 1900.,,8

The development of pubic relations in the United States is related to the ideas of Austrian

scholar Sigmund Freud and German scholar Jurgen Habermas. Some authors consider this

as an example of European influence on American PR.9

The profession of public relations acquired its second important feature by the

middle of the 20th century. The American Council on Public Relations was established in

1939 and, in 1947 it became the Publi c Relations Society of America. lOBY 1996 the

United States has largest PR industry and largest professional organization of this type in

11the world.

Among the most significant achievements of PRSA are the Professional Code of

Ethics, probably the most elaborate in the world, and a recommended design for

undergraduate professional studies. The design includes core courses such as Introduction

to Public Relations, Publicity Media and Campaigns, Public Relations Cases and

Problems. Related courses include Theory and Process of Communication, Writing for the

Mass Media, Copy Editing, Graphics of Communication as basic courses and Advertising
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Principles and Practice, Media Law and Ethics, Feature Writing, Introduction to Survey

Research and Communication Media Analysis as electives. Also the general education

studies are included in the design of undergraduate studies in public relations. These

include English, Social Sciences, Humanities, Natural Sciences, Foreign Language,

Statistics, Organizational Structure and Behavior. 12 It is noteworthy that ethics is an

important area of concern to American PR practitioners. As David Martinson expressed it

"By virtue of occupational title, public relations practitioners have a particular

responsibility to advance the social order." 13

The first university course in public relations was offered in 1930s. J
4 Rotman, in

his book Opportunities in Public Relations Careers cites 176 universities and colleges

currently teaching public relations in the USA including 48 offering master's and 11

doctoral degrees in this profession. 15

The Theory of Public Relations

The long-time experience of American PR with well established professional

organizations and a highly developed professional education system, all contributed to the

development of sophisticated theory for public relations.

One of the first and, probably, the most important elements of PR theory IS a

definition of the profession itself. Allen Center and Patrick Jackson gave a three-part

definition of public relations:

Public relations is a condition common to every individual and corporate
entity in the human environment - whether or not they recognize or act upon
the fact - that refers to their reputation and relationship with all other
members of the environment.
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Public relations is the systematized function that evaluates public attitudes
and behaviors; identifies the policies and procedures of an individual or
organization, keeping in mind the public interest; and executes a program of
action to earn public understanding and acceptance.

Public relations is the full flowering of the democratic principle in which
every member of society is valued for him- or herself and has both a right
and a duty to express an opinion on public issues, and in which policies are
made on the basis of free exchange of those opinions that results in public
consent. 16

This definition includes functional, social and political aspects of public relations

though the perception of PR as a "'cornerstone of democracy" may be somewhat

exaggerated. In the "'Excellence in Public Relations and Communication Management", the

IABC's excellence team defined PR as "management of communication between an

organization and its publics.,,17 This is the shortest definition of PR but it is concentrated

only on the work of practitioner missing the social and philosophical value of the whole

profession, as well as its goal and place within the organization.

Another definition of public relations also describes it as a management function

but it mentions the goal to be achieved by professional perforrnan.ce: "Public relations is

the management function which evaluates public attitudes, identifies the policies and

procedures of an individual or an organization with the public interest. and plans and

executes a program of action to earn public understanding and acceptance." 18

The definition which includes most of the above mentioned aspects and still IS

brief was adopted by the PRSA Assembly in 1988: "Public relations helps an organization

and its publics adapt mutually to each other.,,19

As any profession. public relations has to have some sort of structured,

technological process. Center and Jackson included the following elements in the public
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relations function: research, strategic planning, counseling, internal education,

communication/action, evaluation. 20 Other authors add some other elements of the PR

function but all the functions traditionally make-up a four-step model of public relations.

The first step is research or data gathering. This step asks questions about the

nature of the problem, ways of solving it, and information necessary for that. The second

step is planning and programming. It includes such activities as publics identification

setting objectives, budgeting, scheduling, selection of action to be undertaken, etc. The

third step is action and communication according to the plan with necessary adjustments.

And the fourth step of the process is evaluation of effectiveness. 21

Since public relations is de.fined as a management function, it is to be included into

organization's business plan. Preferably, this business plan should be "made up of long-

range goals far into the future and short-term objectives attainable soon. ,,22 That concept is

commonly called Management by Objectives. At this level, the role of public relations is

usually stated in general terms and constitutes a public relations strategy. The more

specific PR objectives, including certain campaigns and steps to be undertaken in order to

achieve the strategic objectives, constitute public relations tactics.23

Another important aspect of public relations theory is role model theory. Broom

used public relations practitioners as a unit of analysis developing his theory. The role

models he described are as follows:

Expert prescriber. The practitioner operates as the authority on both public
relations problems and their solutions. The practitioner researches and
defines the problem, develops the program and takes major responsibility
for its implementation. Line management is often content to leave public
relations in the hands of the "expert's advice," avoiding the integration of
public relations thinking into daily stream of management decision.
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Communication facilitator. This process. role casts the praCTItIOner as a
sensitive "go-between" or information broker. When acting in this role, the
practitioner serves as liaison, interpreter, and mediator between the
organization and its publics. the boundary-spanning role puts the
practitioner in collaborative relationship with both management and the
organization's various publics.

Problem-solving process facilitator. In this role, the practitIOner
collaborates with line management throughout the process of defining and
solving problems. As a member of the management team, the practitioner
helps the organization apply a rational problem-solving process that
involves key organizational actors in public relations planning and
prograrnmmg.

Communication technician. When operating in this role, practitioners are
primarily concerned with producing communication materials for the public
relations effort. They see themselves, as do others, in rather limited non
management roles related to their specialized skills in writing, editing and
working with the media. Management relies on practitioners in this role to
implement public relations programs. Communication technicians do not
collaborate, however, in the process leading to program decisions.24

These models describe the role of public relations practitioners within the

organization rather than the effective models of public relations operations. The

effectiveness of public relations activities depend on factors other than role of the PR

practitioner in the organization.

. One of such factors is the environment in which the public relations practitioner

acts. The environment consists of three contexts, as defined by Culbertson and Jeffers.

According to their them, these contexts are:

Social context. Cultural and subcultural beliefs, contacts within a community or

organization, and frames of reference and standards of comparison.

Political context. Activities and strategies of political actors, role and power

relations.
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Economic context. Availability of resources to client organization and publics and

costs: coping with and cutting them.2S

Hazleton and Long in 1985 introduced the Public Relations Process Model which

described the environment as consisting of five dimensions:

Legal/political dimension includes formal rules, means for creating those rules and

methods of rules enforcement;

Competitive dimension considers the continuum of compatibility vs.

incompatibility of goals and interest of organizations including the organization of interest'

Economic dimension includes the availability of financial resources and the costs of

human, symbolic, and physical resources to the organization'

Social dimension may be characterized in terms of cultural and social norms.

demographics, psychographies, and issues. It may include groups and individuals.

Technological dimension consists of available mechanical and electronic devices or

knowledge system useful for reaching the organization's goals. 26

The next force influencing the role and the practice of public relations practitioners

is organizational culture. The model of communication is chosen by management or the

dominant coalition of the organization. The decision-making process, management style,

and, consequently, the approach to communication are influenced by the culture existing in

the organization. Ernest defined four types of organizational culture: systematized

(authoritarian and reactive), entrepreneurial (authoritarian and proactive), inleractive

(democratic and reactive), and integrated (democratic and proactive)?'

Later, these types of organizational culture were reduced to a continuum between

authoritarian and participative cultures?8 In this continuum authoritarian organizations
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generally use a closed-system approach to management and participative cultures use an

open-system approach. The management approach defines the way an organization

executes its public relations activities. The role of public relations practitioners within the

organization is subordinated to the management's approach to communication.

The effectiveness of public relations activities can be defined according to the

organizational culture, and the role of the public relations practitioner depends upon tbe

chosen model of public relations activities. Some studies produced evidence that there is a

relationship between organizational cultures and public relations model practiced by

organizations. For example, Buffington found correlation between ,authoritarian

(entrepreneurial) culture and the press agentry model of public relations and between

democratic (integrated) culture and the two-way symmetrical model combined with the

two-way asymmetrical and press agentry models.29

The models of public relations practices, developed by Grunig and Huneo

constitute the most sophisticated theory of PR because these models allow researchers to

consider the overall public relations activities conducted by the practitioner or

organization. Moreover, these models allow one to design public relations operations that

would be the most effective for each particular organization acting in its particular

envirorunent. The four model theory has a positive (descriptive) and normativecharacter. 3
!

That means that these models are practiced in public relations work and serve as an ideal

model of PR activities organization.

The models, reflecting the historical development of public relations in the United

States of America as well as current American public relations practice are as follows:
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The press agentry model emphasize the use of communication for influencing

publics without any regard for the publics' needs. Messages are often incomplete or

distorted. No feedback from the public or any other form of evaluation is used. This model

is characterized by the extensive use of propaganda techniques. This model was most

prevalent from the 19th century to the beginning of the 20th century.

The public information model describes the practice when publics are informed

about the organizational activities but negative information is generally withheld. The

messages communicated to publics are generally truthful. There is no information flowing

from the publics to the organization. The model originated in the beginning of the 20th

century.

The two-way asymmetrical model emerged after the introduction of the scientific

approach to public relations. Research is used to increase the effectiveness of

communication. The information flow from publics to organization as well as from

organization to publics was incorporated into this model but the communication was

generally targeted on influencing the publics. That means that organizational interest was

still the major force in public relations practice. This model originated in the 1920-193 Os.

The two-way symmetrical model is based on "interpreting the client and public to

one another", balancing of interests of publics and the organization, mutual understanding,

use of research to facilitate mutual understanding and communication rather than to design

the messages most likely to influence publics. Strong emphasis on ethics is an important

characteristic of this model. This model had its origin in the writings of Lee, Bemays, and

Hill but it was developed by Grunig and Hunt. It has been incorporated into public

relations practices of some organizations since the 1960-1970s.32
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Public Relations in Europe

The appearance of public relations in Europe followed the pattern of the United

States. In Gennany "Friedrich Alfred Krupp, hired Adolf Lauter in 1893 to establish a

news bureau, and the department was integrated into the finn's operations in 1901. ' In

Great Britain, " .. .in 1910 ... the Marconi Company established a department to distribute

press releases.... Professional public relations counseling was introduced in the country in

1924.... The first public relations officer so styled in Britain ... was appointed in 1925 by

the Southern Railway Company.,,33

European public relations practices are shaped by the unique environment of that

region. The region is culturally different from the United States, the country of origin of

PR, and the countries of the region are culturally different from each other, though a

common European culture exists. The public relations practice is influenced by common

for most of European countries issues as ecology, for example. At the same time, the

individual, country by country, rather than regional approach is recommended when

practicing public relations in Europe "because of language and cultural differences.,,34 For

example, "A Comparative Analysis of Public Relations in Austria and the United

Kingdom" by MacManus revealed that 88% of British practitioners agreed with Grunig

and Hunt's definition of PR but only 66% of Austrian practitioners agreed while 32% of

them disagreed with the same definition. 35

The same study indicated the differences between the United States and Europe in

the approach to the role of public relations. For example, PR is seen as a tool of marketing
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by 94% of British practitioners. But, in general MacManus found UK public relations to

be the closest to the American practice.36

Despite the differences between public relations practices and practitioners' views

of European countries, the theoretical development of public relations is built upon the

works of Jurgen Habermas and Grunig and Hunt's four models of public relations. The

American-born four models were adopted by European scholars who developed their

concept of "consensus-oriented public relations" as the practical implementation of Grunig

and Hunt's "two-way symmetrical model" of public relations.37 Professional PR education

in Europe consists of 79 programs, 61 of them are university programs in public relations.

However, only a few of them are designed as degree courses in public relations. Often it is

"an element, sometimes optional, in a broader communication or business degree.,,38

Public Relations in Great Britain

The United Kingdom's PR IS highly developed and covered in professional

literature. According to some authors, public relations practice in the United Kingdom

started after World War II with a network of former intelligence/communication officers. 39

The oldest professional organization in Western Europe is the Institute of Public

Relations (IPR) which was established in England in 1948.40 Further development of

public relations profession there contributed to the establisrunent in 1969 of the second

and a more specialized professional organization - Public Relations Consultants

Association.41 The definition of public relations given by IPR is as follows: "Public

relations is a deliberate, planned, and sustained effort to establish and maintain mutual
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understanding between an organization and its publics.',42 This definition is very close to

one given by PRSA.

Despite the similarities in language and culture, the practice of public relations in

Great Britain and in the United States is not the same. Even the professional language of

the two English-speaking countries is different. For example, press clippings in Great

Britain are called cuttings.43 Other, more essential differences between American and

British PR practices include less understanding of public relations and, as a result,

unrealistic expectations on behalf of British clients; more extensive use of advertising to

promote PR firms in Britain; concentration of PR firms in London rather than in other

cities; ways of solicitation of new businesses, and significant involvement of British PR

firms in international projects due to the development of the European Economic

Community.44 Also, the public relations profession in England is slowly developing

effectiveness measuring tools but this problem has not been solved in the United States.

. h 4~elt er. -

The practices of public relations in the United States and the United Kingdom differ

even more in the area of PR activities conducted by governments. The study of agenda-

setting by American and British governments' "information subsidies," conducted by Turk,

revealed that British media use more "handouts" received from government public

information officers than do American media.46 Moreover, British media tend to use the

"handouts" without editing them. Among the findings of that study were greater public

acceptance of the restrictions on government information, different media structure, and

greater tendency among public information to practice public information model according

to their job title in Great Britain compared to the United States.
47
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The system of professional training and education in Great Britain is not as

developed as in the United States. There is a certification program established by IPR and

that relies mostly on self-preparation of specialists. The program still exists under the

Communication Advertising and Marketing Education Foundation.48 Since 1987 only five

universities in the United Kingdom offer full-time undergraduate courses. Two

universities offer M.Sc. and M.A. degrees and four others offer post and undergraduate

diplomas in PRo No degree programs existed before 1987.49 Another option in PR

education is a distance learning program in public relations administered by the Public

Relations Education Trust.50

\\!hat could contribute to the difference between the British and American systems

of professional training and education is the content of programs "perceived value and

positioning in the academic structure.,,5) Generally, British programs in PR education

could be divided into business-based and interdisciplinary.

The first approach began in 1987 with the MBA program of Cranfield Technical

Institute. The program has three major parts: general management education; relevance of

management training to the practice of public relations and specific public relations

disciplines (theory and advanced techniques). The program is financially supported by the

industry and includes part-time studies for individuals working in the public relations

profession. The educators running the program as well as some of practitioners are hesitant

about undergraduate public relations education since British universities prefer a purely

academic environment. 52

An interdisciplinary programs began in 1988 when a master of science program

was established at the University of Stirling. Several departments cooperate in this
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program: business and management, psychology film and media, English studies

economics, and philosophy. The subjects studied include: marketing, advertising media

corporate, financial and political public relations, audio-video production economic

principles and public relations. 53

British programs in public relations education are significantly influenced by

International Public Relations Association's "IPRA Gold Paper No.4 - A Model for Public

Relations Education for Professional Practice.',54 This paper recommended public

relations education be established at the post-graduate level. It included eight areas of

studies:

1. Human
Anthropology,
Linguistics.

Sciences: Psychology, Social
Contemporary Philosophy,

Psychology,
Culture and

Sociology,
Religion,

2. Political Science: Political History, Political Systems, Political
Environment of Organizations, Public Administration, National and
International Organizations and Institutions.

3. Government Organization and Adminiszration: Different Systems of
Government Organizations Different Systems of public Administration,
Trade Unions.

4. Economics and Management: Bases of General Economy, Business
Administration, Management Theory, Personnel Management.

5. Organization: Organization Theory, Environment Theory, Sociological
and Psychological Aspects of Organizations.

6. Languages: Mother Tongue, English (if not mother tongue) and at least
one foreign language.

7. Statistics and Computer Science.

8. Law and Ethics: Basis of national Law, Special Issues in Relation to
Communications, freedom of speech, Access to the media, Codes of
Eh' ""tIes. --
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The comparison of the "IPRA Gold paper No.4' with the design of undergraduat:e

studies in public relations accepted in the United States reveals some differences in the

approach to professional education. IPRA's recommendations include more study of

management-related and government- and politics-related subjects but it lacks a number of

specific public relations and communication-related subjects.

The analysis of public relations practices outside the United States would be

incomplete with only the British example. Moreover, Mallinson describes "public

relations" as an Anglo-Saxon tenn, or the product of American culture introduced to

Europe through Britain, which is culturally close to the United States but different from

the rest of Europe. Also he rejects the term "European public relations" because the

practices of PR are performed differently in European countries and are not influenced by

Brussels politics.56

Public Relations in German.v

Public relations in Germany is less developed than in Great Britain. There is no

term for "public relations' in the German language and the German professional

association is called Deutsche Public Relations Gessellschaft of the Federal Republic of

Germany.57 The definition of the PR profession accepted by that organization is: "Public

relations is the conscious and legitimate effort to achieve understanding and the

establishment and maintenance of trust among the public on the basis of systematic

research.,,58

The current practice of public relations in Germany is influenced by two factors:

German reunification and the level of envirornnental consciousness. 59 The reunification
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and subsequent changes in the economy created a significant demand for public relations

services because the government wanted to educate people about the changes. For

example, the Ministry of Economics ran a campaign to educate East Germans on how to

deal with the challenges of the new economy.60 Private companies deal with the following

communication tasks: emphasize the creation of new jobs; popularize new professions,

such as service and commerce jobs in hotels, restaurants, banks, transportation, etc.; and

demonstrate the company's social responsibility.6\

The education system in Germany is different from the one in the United States.

First, Germans place more value on education. They consider it a noteworthy end in itself,

compared to Americans who regard education as a means to an end. Second, German PR

education is more theory based than practical skills oriented. It is assumed that practical

skills can be acquired through job experience before or after the education process. Third,

German public relations educational programs are more focused on their subject. Public

relations and relevant communication theories constitute a core of German educational

programs. Hazleton and Cutbirth, who studied public relations education in Germany

Austria, and Hungary, attributed the above mentioned features to all European countires'

approach to professional education.62

Public relations education in Germany is supported by the business community.

For example, BMW's Herbert Quandt Foundation of MlIDich sponsors conferences and

books on public relations practice. 63

Public Relations in France
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French public relations practitioners are united in several professional associations

such as Syntec Conseil PR, the organization of consulting firms, or French Federation of

Public Relations Associations. Totally, there are about twelve public relations associations

in France but many practitioners do not belong to any of them. According to Josephs,

France is larger than Germany but smaller than the UK as a public relations market.64

The difference between American and French PR starts with terminology. The

preferred word for public relations in France is "cornmunications,,65 what might support

Mallinson's idea of public relations as a purely Anglo-Saxon term.

Other features of French PR are not that different from American or British public

relations. The greatest development of public relations services in France is in the

following areas: crisis management, issue management, and investor/financial relations.

Larger firms and consultancies linked to advertising agencies frequently provide graphics

and design services. Many firms conduct corporate image advertising activities. Virtually

all of the public relations techniques employed in the United Steas could be found in the

practice of French PR but supplementary services are often provided by subsidiaries or

other companies rather than by the same firm. Some of the techniques are utilized on a

larger scale than in the United States. Examples of such techniques are: events, salons,

fairs; press relations; press conferences; sponsorships; and 10bbying.66

Some of the characteristics of French PR are the same as the general practice of

public relations throughout Europe. These features include significant development of

government PR, the orientation of consultancies on well-paid government accounts, and

the influence of privatization processes on the growing demand for public relations

services.
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The French public relations industry is becoming heavily involved in international

projects. For example, such organization as the Comite Interprofessionel du Vin de

Champagne (CIVC), which is promoting the value of genuine champagne is operating in

eleven countries other than France.67 Although the largest trading partner of France is

Gennany, the Japanese not Gennan firms provide the substantial number of "important

accounts.,,68

Public Relations in Spain

In Spain, the first professional PR association was established in 1991. The

Association of Consulting Companies in Public Relations and Communication (ADECEC)

is not structurally comparable with PRSA but many ADECEC leaders regard PRSA as a

model. This association is the largest but not the only professional organization in Spain.

There are at least three other associations in Madrid, three in Barcelona, and one in

Seville.69

The influence of American public relations is not limited to the establishment of

professional associations. The terminology used by Spanish practitioners is largely

borrowed from their American colleagues. For example, such words as "publicity," "issues

management," and "focus group" have no equivalent or translation in Spanish. The list of

untransferable terms includes about 60 words. 7o

This dependence of Spanish PR on American experience might be explained by the

relatively recent development of media and PR infrastructures in Spain and the fact that

early development of public relations in Spain was initiated by large multinational
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companies acting within the Spanish market. Many practitioners express high regard for

the practice of public relations in the United States and Great Britain.7I

Currently, almost all large American PR multinational agencies are represented in

Spain. Almost half of the public relations companies are located in Madrid followed by

Barcelona. The companies provide a wide variety of public relations services including

European and environmental communications. 72

Other characteristics of Spanish PR include some of the highest costs in the world

extensive use of the free-lance workers due to the high cost of full-time employees,

growing recruitment from academic and professional versus journalistic worlds, greater

print than broadcast media acceptance of PR, fewer firms with advertising agency links,

and relatively few assignments from the national government with the majority of accounts

coming from provincial authorities. Further development of the public relations industry is

limited by a lack of experienced professionals but this situation i changing. 73

Public Relations in Eastern Europe

The public relations profession is at the very beginning of its development in

Eastern Europe due to the past restrictive regimes. The prospects for its development are

seen differently. For example, in 1990 Bob Leaf of Burson-Marsteller International

expressed the opinion that only a limited number of PR agencies will be able to work in

eastern Europe due to the lack of the necessary infrastructure, the absence of local PR
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firms, and the necessity to have substantia development capital. His general

recommendation was to stay away from that market. 74

Another prominent practitioner, Graham Lancaster of Biss Lancaster predicted

growth in limited areas such as telecommunications and management training where there

is the chance to work for companies with '"genuine... European network.' His final

recommendation was to consider the use of development capital in other regions.7s

Despite pessimistic predictions, the profession of public relations emerged in

Eastern Europe during a relatively short time though some features of American-style PR

are still missing. In 1993, the GCI PR Center in Ljubljana and Slovenian PR Institute

conducted a study of public relations practice in that Eastern European country. The IABC

Research Foundation's "Excellence in Public Relations and Communication Management"

study served as a basis for the Slovenian project. The study indicated that five per cent of

Slovenian companies have organized public relations departments. lovenian public

relations practitioners possessed technical knowledge comparable with that of their

American, Canadian, and British colleagues but lacked the knowledge of management. 76

In Czechoslovakia, the transition from communist to democratic rule has prompted

public relations activities. The demand for public relations services was also stimulated by

the privatization process.77 As in Spain, the actual practice of public relations was started

by large international companies. The same is true for Hungary where public relations is

viewed as a tool for establishing the rules of the free market. 78

Public Relations in Russia
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The practice of public relations in Russia started during the perestroika years. It

was initiated not with the entry of multinational companies into Russian market, as in

many countries of the world, but as an external activity conducted by the Russian

government for foreign publics. Gennady Gerasimov was hired as the spokesperson for the

Soviet Foreign Ministry about 1987 and later became a spokesman for General Secretary

of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Mikhail Gorbachev. 79 The primary function

of Gerasimov was to change the image of the Soviet Union and Soviet authorities to a

friendlier one. Further development of pubHc relations came from international companies

which started to enter Soviet and, later, Russian market in new political and economic

d" . 80con ItlOns.

Since Russian PR started m the government it was endorsed by the highest

authorities of the Soviet Union, and it IS not surpnsmg that the next step in the

development of Russian public relations carne from government-run Moscow State

Institute of Foreign Relations (MGIMO). Alexander Borisov, dean of MGIMO's

department of international communications, founded the Russian Public Relations

Association in 199081 HoweveL there were no public relations practitioners in Russia then

except for Gerasimov and few foreign nationals working for international companies.

Later Alexander Borisov became one of the first Russian public relations

consultants, while keeping his job at MGlMO and the Presidency of RPRA. The Russian

Public Relations Association conducted a number of seminars in PR with active support of

the Public Relations Society of America. 82 Though the seminars were very expensive for

the majority of new Russian practitioners. their attendance indicates indirectly the pace of



development of the public relations profession in Russia. For example, the 1992 seminar

was attended by 110 journalists, managers, scholars, and, public relations practition rs. 83

The Russian Public Relations Association despite its marginality, contributed to

the development of public relations in Russia in a variety of ways. RPRA first introduced

the concept of public relations to Russia and conducted the first internship program with

cooperation with PRSA in 1992. Seven Russian interns received six-months of practical

experience in American PR firms and organizations. Unfortunately, the program was not

. d 84contmue .

Along with this first valuable steps, the profession of public relations developed in

Russia through two stages. First, the' journalism" stage lasted from the 1989 elections to

the Supreme Soviet of the Soviet Union when free press and public opinion really came to

the political arena, to 1992 when the period of excitement about democratic changes in the

society started to change to a more realistic world view.

The first stage of the development of Russian PR was characterized by the

prevailing number of former journalists working in PR departments, usually called press

centers or press services. Their initial task was to satisfy mass media interest in their

employing organization. Communication in the business sphere was overshadowed by

political communication until radical economic reforms were started in 1991 by Egor

Gaidar. The development of business PR followed the pattern of advertising and generally

served as a cheap substitute for advertising with covert advertorials as the only tool, and

journalists received money for their writing. Consultancies were represented by few

foreign companies as Swedish Andreasson Public Relations which served their clients who

were moving to Russia. Media relations were the main type ofPR activities.85
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The second, "bureaucratic" stage came in 1992 as a reaction to the overwhelming

openness of the previous years. At that time many organizations found themsel es in

difficulty in terms of their media relations. Government officials and business managers

realized that mass media could distort the information, be biased, or ignore the important

message or part of the message for some reason. So, communication had to became more

organized to deal with that situation.86

Government agencies reacted to the situation appointing people with administrati e

(a frequent substitute for managers in Russia - A.G.) background to head their press

services. These people have done well shaping and structuring public relations

departments, channels of information gathering and dissemination. But also they brought

with them a concept of superiority of their employer's interests over the interests of

society. Former journalists were not free from the obligation to serve their employers first

but they inherited from their previous occupation the resp ct for the public and

information. In other words the new people in press services changed the balance in their

work from the public information model to the press agentry model. 87

The establishment of the first PR departments in businesses and independent PR

consultuncies also started during that period of time. Business PR departments were often

staffed with advertising people continuing their same advertising practices. The

consultancies generally employed people with journalistic background. The main task of

PR practitioners of that period was to initiate good publicity about their employing

organization. Media relations was the major activity of practitioners with special events

. h d 88emergmg as t e secon one.
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The period of October - December, 1993 was the end of the second stage in the

development of Russian public relations and an initial point of th.e current stage of the

profession. The problem of communication effectiveness became very important to man.

people and, primarily, to PR practitioners after the unexpected results of the December

1993 elections to the new Russian Parliament. Earlier that year, the conflict between

presidential and parliamentary branches of power, partly escalated through the great deal of

miscommunication between those two powers, resulted in shooting in the streets of

Moscow. During the elections to the new Parliament the democratic parties were believed

to be favorites and the overall reform course was believed to have the support of a majority

of the Russian electorate. Results revealed support for communists and nationalists.

Vladimir Zhirinovsky, the leader of the ultra-nationalist 'Liberal-Democratic Party of

Russia", who was considered as a political clown before that time and no one believed

voters would treat him seriously, was elected to the parliament. His ov rtly populist

campaign, filled with the promises of everything to everybody was seen almo t as political

suicide turned to be a success.

The defeat of democratic forces who actually controlled the mass media and th

success of conservative forces raised questions about the quality of communication and

public opinion research. That concern with the quality and effectiveness of profes ional

performance of Russian practitioners led them to establish such professional organizations

as the Professional Communicators Guild of Russia and the St. Petersburg Association of

Public Relations Specialists. These organizations are considered vehicles for experience

exchange and generalization, information exchange, training and research organization, etc.

The location of these two organizations indicated the uneven distribution of PR
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practitioners between Russian regions. Almost 80% of PR practitioners are located in

Moscow and S1. Petersburg, along with almost all the consultancies.89

The same factor played a role in the establishment of the first educational programs

m public relations. The first full-time courses were established at the international

communications department of Moscow State Institute of Foreign Relations, journalism

department of Moscow State University.9o and S1. Petersburg Electrotechnical University.91

Neither of these institutions has graduated its first student yet, neither one has professional

instructors in the field of pub] ic relations.

Materials dealing with Russian practices of public relations are not readily available

but some observations of foreign specialists have been published. Recommendations

derived from those observations include: understand the commumst mind set, be creative

in getting to "yes," pay more attention to the choice of the persons to do the business with,

customize your message - use terms and concepts that are understandable to your clients

and partners, provide on-job training, and be attentive to cultural element.9~

Public Relations in Developing Countries

Public relations practices of developing countries are shaped by different forces

and that is why the examination of them is important for understanding the common

elements of the development of the public relations profession in the world.

Public Relations in India

The very beginning of PR in India was in 1914 when the British colonial

government established organizations for dissemination of information about World War I.
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Later the Indian Railways Company established Publicity Bureau and, after

independence, the Indian government established the Ministry of Information and

Broadcasting. Further development of Indian PR was stimulated by international

companies acting in India. The Public Relations Society of India was established in 1958.

The need for preparation of professionals in the field of public relations conditioned the

establishment of the Foundation for Public Relations Research and Education in 1989.93

The most significant growth of public relations in India started in 1990 when

multinational companies began investing more in the Indian economy. Many established

PR professionals affiliated with foreign businesses and many new PR firms wer

established since that time.94

The Indian Govenunent also contributed to the development of the PR in the

country. The reasons for government involvement in public relations activities are that it is

trying to control population growth by influence instead of decree and att mpts to k p 21

states populated by different tribes and nationalities under the same flag.95

There are several educational public relations programs in India but they offer only

"bare essentials." That might be a reason for the situation when the majority of the PR

work force joined the profession without proper background or training in public relations.

The curren! demand for professional PR practitioners far exceeds availability.96

Public Relations in Mexico

The study of the public relations in Mexico conducted by Daniel Loria in 1986

indicated the relative novelty of the public relations profession to Mexicans and its

development in an environment different from that of the United States. The stud)
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indicated the interest of Mexican public relations practitioners and educators in writing

related skills, employee relations, planning and evaluation procedures. Mor over,

respondents to this study rated high the value of ethics for public relations. Also the study

found the agreement between Mexican and American practitioners on the value of different

professional skills. The author suggested that this agreement could result from the

influence of American books and research journal on public relations and on the opinions

fM
. . . 97

o eXlcan practItIOners.

Public Relations in China

The study of public relations practices in China revealed that Chine e and Western

management systems differ dramatically due to fundamental differences in social

traditions, value systems and cultural inheritance.98 From reading about PR practices in

China it can be assumed that the difference in the current political syst 111 plays a major

role as well. One of China's prominent PR practitioners and vice president of the Beijing

Public Relations Association noted that nothing could be done in publ ic relations without

(Communist - A.G.) Party support.99 Nevertheless, traditional Confucian values have th

greatest impact on the interpersonal relations even under the communists rule in China

affecting the practice of public relations. J00

The public relations profession was introduced to China in the early 1980s. It

started \vith joint ventures in "special economic zones" designed for cooperation with

capitalist countries. The development of the profession passed through three stages,IO!

The '"introduction stage" lasted from 1980 to 1985. It was accompanied by several

misconceptions about PRo First is defined as a '"Miss PR" or "Mr. PR" perception of
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professionals. The definition is derived from the beauty contests. PR practitioners were

compared to contestants in their task to be nice. The second misconception was that PR

practitioners were no more than high-level receptionists. Both misconceptions wer

widespread among the public as well as among practitioners themselves. 102 At this stage

the first government PR department was formed by the city ofTianjin. 10J

The "upsurge stage" lasted from 1986 to June 1989. This stage was characterized a

a "public relations explosion." During this stage many books and articles on public

relations were published. Several universities established courses in public relations and

several professional associations were formed. All practitioners were obligated to attain

membership in one of those associations. But, at the same time, <'Miss PR" contests were

held in several major cities with significant numbers of acting practition rs as

10-1
contestants.

The "rethinking stage' started after the brutal suppres IOn of the stud nt

demonstration at Tiananmen square by the Chinese government. Aft r July 4, 1989

political leadership ordered everyone to reconsider all ideas "imported from the West.'-

Public relations was among those ideas. The approach to the re-consideration of import d

ideas was defined by Chinese leaders as "only the useful parts of foreign ideas be

applied.,,105 The principles of public relations with Chinese features were defined by the

president of China's Public Relations Society as follows:

1. Socialist public relations should serve the modernization needs of the
country, wi thin the restrictions of the socialist system;

2. PR should harmonize various competing segments and motivate
maximum efforts toward achieving socialist goals;

3. PR practice should operate under the guidance of Marxism and Mao
Zedong-s thought;
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4. PR activities should be undertaken under a framework designed by the
party and government leadership, and in accordance \. ith their
pronouncements concerning PR's applicability;

5. PR practice should aim at providing the public with information
concerning party and government policies and facilitate these policies
through promoting greater understanding and acceptance. 106

At the same time that public relations practice was accepted at the highest level.

Chinese authorities used PR as a tool for changing the country's image abroad. lo The

analysis of these principles makes doubtful author's opinion that the practice of public

relations in China is conducted according to the two-way symmetrical model.

Public Relations in Saudi Arabia

The author of the study of public relations practices in the Kingdom of Saudi

Arabia noted that tbe greatest influence on the current development of public relations

practices in Arab countries was Saudi and Kuwaiti examples during the Gulf WaL IOS But

the authors did not mention the int1uence of American and Western European PR practic s

on the development of communication during that war.

The beginning of PR practice in Saudi Arabia is attributed to the discowry of

Saudi oil resources and foiJowing contacts between foreigners and Saudi society.lo9 The

practices of public relations consist of dealing with such issues as annual pilgrimage to the

Mu lims' holy places which bring masses of foreigners to the country, educating nomads

about the benefits of agriculture, and improving the country's image abroad.] 10 The last

function is generally served by Saudi embassies in foreign countries. l
J I It is not surprising

that most public relations activities are conducted by government agencies. Moreover,
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public relations is perceived by authorities and practitioners themselves 'in almost the

same way , as a propaganda function rather than a function of decision-making and

I . ,,1 Pconsu tatlOn. -

Public Relations in Egvpt

Egypt is probably the most Westernized country in the Arab world. Ma

communication developed in this country long before it developed in other nations of the

region. Nevertheless, the perception of public relations is still vague and "business people

do not understand that a public image should coincide with reality. ' A few public relations

consultancies offer following services: media relations, special events, clipping and

monitoring of the media. and marketing support. But the technological level of these

services is lower than that of American or European PRo J 13

Public Relations in Africa

Nigeria was the first African country where public relations departments or

associations were established. The beginning of public relations in Nigeria was set by the

government, which had tried to reach American public opinion in 1960s. The press agentry

model is generally practiced in Nigeria as in other African countries. I14

International Public Relations

Public relations practitioners in the international arena deal with a variety of issues

and cultures. One of the issues is to promote, change or strengthen the image of one culture

among the people of other cultures or image management. 115 The governments are the
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major players in international communication but more and more businesses are starting to

act internationally.

"The greatest impact for international public relations a the 1990 started \ a the

increased cross border activity of many corporations: 116 The major problem for any

multinational corporation is whether to conduct a number of localized campaigns or a

standardized global campaign. I I? There is no reliable research on this topic and there is no

place to receive an education in international PR. 118 The authors who discussed the topic of

transferability of public relations practices and availability of standardized international PR

program expressed different opinions based on their studies or personal experiences.

For example, Joyce Wouters in her book International Public Relations discu ses

the theory of Theodor Levitt, Harvard Business School professor. According to Levin.

nations are becoming more similar commercially. The globalization of the communications

industry with modern facilities created a worldwide commonality of int r st which

. I . 119surpasses nattona mterests.

Robert Leaf from Burson-Marsteller International wrote In his chapt r on

"International PR" in teslv's Handbook of Public Relations and Communications: Th

greatest need an individual or company has when dealing internationally is understanding

LOCAL culture and having the ability to use that understanding effectively." 120

There are two types of international public relations programs conducted by

businesses. Corporate PR programs are more under the control of a corporation' s

headquarters with as much active local participation as possible. Product-oriented

programs are entrusted more to local divisions. Generally, international PR programs

could be described as central communication - local application. This approach is
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conditioned by the necessity to deal with a wide ariety of cultures in the course of

international communication. Timing is also very important due to the variety of the time

zones around the globe and rapid flow of inforn1ation in the modern world. 121

These differences contribute to the widespread practitioners belief that "ha mg an

understanding and facility in dealing internationally cannot replace the local practitioner's

knowledge of media and customs in hislher country.,,122

The lack of education on international public relations is frequently satisfied by in-

house training for employees of multinational companies,I23 Such a form of professional

training becomes crucial in the absence of educational programs. Modern technology such

as e-mail and computer databases are also helping international practitioners receIve

necessary information or develop plans for international PR campaigns. 124

Opinions about the role of American PR practitioners in world communication are

quite different. Though many public relations practitioners from the countries oth r than

the United States expressed respect for American PR practice and recognized its influenc

on the development of the PR profession in their country, Americans are more skeptical

about their role in international PR, Leaf wrote that Americans by nature are more relaxed

and informal about relationships than nationals of other countries and that is an obstacle for

h h d 1· 'h ' 'I bl' 125 B k126 d F '11,127 d ht em w en ea mg wit mternatJOna pu 1CS. ur an anne 1 agree t at

London, not New York, is the PR capital now. Mallinson suggested that public relations

itself is a purely Anglo-Saxon concept. 128

The public relations profession is closely related to the environment where it is to

be practiced. The political situation, economic development, media system, and traditions

all influence the way in which PR is performed. That makes the application of American
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experience internationally rather questionable. Even two English-speaking countri s do not

speak the same English language. 129

American practitioners working internationally have different opinions about the

application of American public relations to professional practices of other countries. For

example, media relations are considered by different authors as universal and highl~

related to cultural contexL
IJO

A more balanced position was expressed by 10hn Reed:

"Research, Objectives. Methods, Programming, Message Development remain very much

the same. The variable is audience.,,131 According to Corbett, many U.S. public relations

programs can be expoI1ed and implemented in foreign countries with some adaptation. 132

The study of "Global Qualities of Excellence' , cited in the Manager's Guide to

Excellence in Public Relations and Communication Management, revealed that "the broad

generic principles of excellence (in public relations - A.G.) apply to any culture in which

organizations make trategic choices and the people affected by those choices can

respond." Some qualities that contribute to excellence differ among the nations. The study

was conducted in the United States, England, Canada, Slovenia and incorporated the data

obtained by another study of 39 nations described by Hofstede. 13J

Another significant step toward an "international body of knowledge" in public

relations was made by James and Larissa Grunig who conducted "meta-research:'

"Models of Public Relations in a International Setting." The research found that four

models of public relations (public information, press-agentry, two-way asymmetrical, two

way symmetrical) are applicable to the practices in three different countries (Greece, India,

and Tai'\ an) though the profession itself is not as developed there as in the nited

States.
134
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The problem of American public relations in the international arena is not the

quality or the nature of American PR but the level of preparedness of American

practitioners for international performance. The study conducted by Fitzpatrick and

Whillock found that "U.S. public relations practitioners are unprepared" to provide their

services internationally.135 "Currently, public relations has fewer people with international

experience than any other service sector.,,136 The majority of practitioners who work

internationally were ne\ to that area of professional activities. More than 50% predicted

the growth of the international share of their work. 137 In the absence of academic courses

in international public relations, with the only exception being the School of

Communication of Northern Arizona University,138 most practitioners will rely on reading

to acquire the needed information about international practice. 139 So, the publication of

research concerning international public relations is very important.

Conclusion

The literature review indicated that public relations can be considered a profession

because it has some specific, commom attributes found internationally. Common patterns

in the development of public relations in different countries have been found. The

development of public relations in countries other than the United States was influenced by

American professional practice. The studies of "Global Qualities of Excellence (in Public

Relations and Communication Management - A.G.)" and "Models of Public Relations in
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International Setting" indicated that the American-born theories apply internationall

Consequently, public relations is not a wlique feature of Anglo-SaJ<.on culture.

Indeed, if the idea is so foreign to the majority of the nations why it is accepted by

them initially? Rather, public relations is a profession invented by Anglo-Saxon, and

primarily American cultures. and accepted by other nations at a certain point of political.

economic, and social development. It has happened with other profession. oeial

institutions, sciences, and techniques. The differences in environments are influencing the

extent of public relations practices, its leveL and its tactics - - not the goals and general

methods of program implementation.

If public relations is not a unique feature of Anglo-Saxon culture but a prafe sion.

and public relations in many countries of the world developed under the influence of the

American model of public relations, than it would be reasonable to suggest that the

experience of American public relations profession, as well as European PR, can be us d

to shape the development of this profession in countrie where public relations is coming

through the initial stages of existence. In the words of the 1992 pre ident of the

International Public Relations Association. James Pritchitt. "Developed countries must

recognize their responsibil.ity to develop public relations in the new democracies of the

world.... America as the cradle of public relations, has a special respon ibility to help its

development, both domestically and internationally.",I-lO

Unfortunately, available literature does not provide information on the

international application of American public relations practices or on the activities of the

newly established Russian public relations profession. The lack of the research material on

international PR practice does not allow a researcher to identify the common elements of
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public relations employed internationally. Questions concerning the specific techniques

and objectives of public relations are not answered completely. The question about \ hat

elements of international or foreign PR practice should be adjusted to local conditions and

how it should be done can 110t be answered without this data. The application of

international PR experience to Russian specific conditions can not be made before Ru Ian

public relations practice is evaluated according to international professional nomlS.

Further research is needed to satisfy the goals of this study, which are the extent of

application of American public relations in the world and its potential capability to senoe

the development of Russian public relations.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

The literature analyses indicated the influence of American public relation on the

development of this profession in different countries of the world. Also the literature on

international public relations revealed a number of common features and patterns in the

profession of public relations in most of the countries considered. This erves a a basis for

the assumption that some public relations elements are the same around the globe. At the

same time, public relations is viewed as a profession that is cia ely related to th local

environment. That leads to the following questions: What public relations elements are

common to the professional practices of different countries? What kind of professional

experience can be adopted internationally and to what extent can it be adjusted to local

conditions?

On the other hand, the review of the literature on Russian public relations indicat d

a lack of information on the nature of professional practice there. That makes adaptation

of international or American experience to the Ru sian nvironment even more difficult.

This study is an attempt to resolve these problems through survey of Russian and

American public relations practitioners.

Variables and Hypotheses

The analysis of the international practice of American public relations specialists

and its relationship with Russian public relations practice has to answer following

questions:
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- What elements of public r lations are used by American practitioners

internationally?

- What elements of public relations are used by Russian practitioners?

- \Vhat models of public relations fit the international activities of American

practitioners and the activities of Russian practitioners?

- What things can Russian practitioners learn from their American counterpart ?

The study can be divided into three pans. In the first pan, the activities of Russian

public relations practitioners are studied. This part of the study attempts to find what

functions are performed by Russian practitioners, with what frequency, and what PR model

best fits public relations practice in Rus ia.

The second part deals \vith the international activities of American practitioners.

The following questions are examined: \\"hat functions are performed by American

practitioner internationally, with what frequ \ley. what is the role of local agents in

performing those functions. and what PR model best fits international activities of

American practitioners.

The third part of the study is a comparison of international activities of American

practitioners and activities of Russian practitioners. The possibility of a common model for

both practices is examined.

The following variables are used in this study:

Elements ofpublic relations - functions constituting the professional work of the

public relations specialist. The complete list of different public relations functions as

defined for this study is included in the questionnaire.
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Geograph of PR practice - the regions where public relations functions \ ere

conducted by American practitioners. Defined as eight regions of the world other than

USA/Canada region. Regions are specified in the preliminary letter.(See appendix C).

These regions are Western Europe, Eastern Europe. Former Soviet Union. Latin m rica.

Southeast Asia, Australia! New Zealand, Middle East, and South Africa. The la t two

regions are further considered together due to the small representation.

Public relations research - number of activities conducted by public relation

specialists in order to investigate different issues related to their practice. For example.

such issues as the public's attitudes. flo\',' of information. and identification of opinion

leaders. Formal and informal methods could be used by researchers. In some cas research

is not conducted at all. Consequently, usage of res arch in public relations i defined as

"formal, '''informal only," or "no research at all."

Public relation' objecth'es - what public relations activitie should accomplish.

the desired outcome of those activitie . Objectives are d fined a "informing public."

"influencing public," and "mutual understanding."

Frequency of performing the PR /imctions how often each function was

performed in each particular case. Defined by the scale "never" (l) to "all th tim "(5).

Role of local agents/colleagues - what part did local agents or colleagues of

American practitioners take in conducting each public relations function. Defined by the

scale from "didn't take part" (7) to 'equal partner" (I).

Altitudes toward the lise of research - what type of the use of research is favored

more than other and what is favored Ie s. Defined as the number of practitioners in each

category of the research usage.
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Attitudes toward public relations objectives - what are preferred by practitioners

as objectives for their activities. Defined as number of people using each category of

objectives.

This study will examine the following hypotheses:

r. Russian PR:

1. There IS no difference in frequency of performance among public relation

functions.

2, There is no difference in practitioners' attitudes toward research usage b tween

three categories of the use of research

3. There is no difference in practitioners: attitudes toward public relation

objectives between three types of PR objectives.

II. International ac.tivities of American practitioners:

1, There is no difference in frequency of performance among different functi ns.

world regions, and pas ible combinations.

2. There is no difference in the roles of the local agents/colleagues among PR

functions, world regions, and possible combinations.

3. There is no relationship between world regions and the use of research by PR

practitioners.

4. There IS no relationship between world regIOns and ubjectives set by

practitioners for their activities.
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III. Comparison of international activities of American practitioners and acti iti s of

Russian practitioners:

1. There is no difference in frequency of PR functions performance among',: orld

regions. different functions. and their po sible combinations.

2. There is no relationship between world regions and the use of research by PR

practitioners.

3. There IS no relationship between world regiOns and objectives et by

practitioners for their activities.

Sample

Selection of Russian Public Relations Practitioners

The total population of Russian practitioners is not yet known but the experience of

the Profe ional Communicator Guild of Russia indicated that the majority of Ru ian

practitioners operate in only a few metropolitan areas. Moscow and 1. Peter burg prevail

among those areas. The study of professional practices in these citie will cov r mo t of the

public relations activities in Rus ia. Such an assumption narrow the study focus which is

not unimportant for an international survey. The survey of the total population of Russian

PR practitioners is not feasible due to the absence of databa es or directories of

practitioners. The novelty of public relations contributes to the lack of data about

professional practice and to the difficulty of determining what is PR professional practice

and what is not.

The researcher"s contact 'V'lith the St. Petersburg Association of Public Relations

Specialists (APRS) affected the choice of geographical regIOn for this study. The
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feasibility of delivering the questionnaire to and from St. Petersburg control over it

distribution and collection, and the use of the St. Petersburg Associati.on's information on

PR practitioners in that region to compose the ample were conditions which made this

part of study feasible.

According to data collected by the St. Petersburg Association of Public Relations

Specialists, there about 300 people in the St. Petersburg region who are involved in som

kind of public relations acti vities. But only 60 of them are the members of the Association

or have a contact with it. Since recognition of the professional status of PR is still going on

in Russia, those who did not contact the Association are considered non-profes ionals. The

majority of people who are involved in public relations but did not contact the Association

started working in PR fairly recently compared to many Association m mbers. Th

Association views them as potential public relations specialists who do not yet r cognize

their role. statllS. and profe sional specifics y t.

The 60 people who recognized their status a public relations prob ssionals

constituted the population of the survey of Russian practitioners. The random sample of 30

was drawn by colleagues in St. Petersburg. They were contacted on the condition of

anonymity of their answers since many public relations activities in Russia are considered

confidenti a1.

Selection of American Public Relations Practitioners

The public relations practice in the nited States is assumed to be the most

developed in the world. That was the reason for the selection of American PR as a model
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for the development of newly established public relations in other countries and in Russia

in particular.

Public relations professionals are numerous in the United tat s and the

membership in professional organization is common for them. It v as assumed that two

major professional organizations, such as the Public Relations Society of America (PRSA)

and the International Association of Business Communicators (IABC), would include the

majority of American practitioners. The PRSA's membership directory and IABC's

PeopleFinder database were used to select the sample for the survey of American

practitioners.

The comparison of public relations practices in the United States and Russia would

indicate only the most obvious differences and similarities of these two PR industri s. The

influence of different cultural, social political, economic, and media systems on the two

countries and their public relations practice would afD ct the tudy results and no

conclusion on the application of certain elem nts of American public relations t Russia

can be made on that basis.

The comparison of Russian public relations to international PR would reveal th

differences between Russia' s newly established professional practice and public r lations

practiced in different regions of the world in different environments. International public

relations is affected by various environments and the elements of public relations practiced

internationally may be viewed as the common elements of the public relations profession.

Consequently, these elements can be applied in Russia as in any other country of the world.

Since American public relations is the model for the development of public

relations in Russia and since the elements of the profession that are practiced
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internationally can be applied to different cultures, the total population of this tudy \: a

defined as American practitioners - members of PRSA or IABC who ar working or who

have worked in countries other than the USA.

The membership directory of Public Relations Society of Am rica Ii t 72

American practitioners as members of International Section of PRSA. The list of member

of PRSA's Counselors' Academy contained 27 names of member invol ed in

international public relations. Several names were listed in both directories so the total

number of PRSA members involved in international public relations was 95 people.

The Information Center of the International Association of Business

Communicators conducted a search for practitioners involved in international public

relations through its PeopleFinder database. Parameters of this search were as follows:

located practitioner, now working or have worked in one or more regions of the world

other than the United States for any type of organization and holding any type of job title

other than technical and secretarial ones. The search r suited in th list of 104

practitioners.

Thus 199 American practitioners constituted the initial population for this study.

One hundred of them were randomly selected for further consideration. mc both

organizations have approximately equal number of members involved in international PR,

50 members of each organization were selected. PRSA members were numbered from 1 to

95. IABC members were numbered from 1 to 104. The random starting points were

determined and then every third practitioner was selected from each organization's list

until SO PRSA and SO IABC members were chosen.
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There was a reason to believe that not all the practitioners included in both

organizations lists have practical international xperience. orne of them might \' ork for

international clients in the United States, some might be just interested but not really

involved in international PRo To clarify the issue of international involvement, a letter s nt

to 100 selected and to invite them to participate in the study. (See appendix C).

The answers to this preliminary lener were recei ed from 66 of the 100

practitioners, Some of them declined to participate, or were not involved in public relations

outside of North America. or were not available for the participation in the stud at the that

time. Thus, the actual sample \vas reduced to 44 practitioners. ·10 t of the e practitioners

have the experience of \vorking in more that one region of the world. In other words.

almost each practitioner has more than one "experience" to be studied.

Data Collection and Analysis

Questionnai re

A questionnaire with cover letter and stamped pre-addre s d return env I pe was

sent to each participant. Participants had about one month to respond. No followup surv y

was sent due to time constraints.

The questionnaire consisted of three parts: general demographic information, open

ended questions concerning the nature and objectives of practitioners' activities, and the

list of PR functions \vith frequency scale and, in case of American practitioners, local

country agents' role scale. Also, American practitioners received as many copies of the PR

functions sets of functions to rate frequency of performance and locals' agents role a

many regions of the world they have worked in, according to responses to the initial letter
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sent to them. Russian and American practitioners recei ed essentially the same

questionnaire. Russians had a questionnaire with a more elaborate s cond part due to th

necessity to clarify some details of public relations practice there but they did not have a

question concerning local agents' role since it was irrele ant. The questionnaire wa

translated by two mass communication graduate students who ha e knowledge of both

Russian and English languages and mass communication specific .

The first part of the questionnaire asked for some general information about

Russian practitioners and Americans practicing PR internationally. The second part was

designed to collect information that would answer question about the public relations

models that would fit Russian PR and international PR practice of Americans. The article

"Models of Public Relations in A International Setting" served as th basis for th

development of the second part of questionnaire. Meta-research reported in that article

stressed the differences in usage of r s arch and public relations objectives as th main

features of the four models - - press agentry, public information. two-way asymmetrical.

and two-way symmetrical models. I

The third part of the questionnaire was developed sp cifically for this r s arch.

This part asked for answers to questions about public relations function performed by

American practitioners internationally and by Russian practitioners. A frequency scale was

used to examine how often these public relations functions were performed. The local

agents/colleagues role scale was used to examine the extent of the dependence of American

practitioners on their foreign counterparts.
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The questionnaire \vas submitted for preliminary checking to one Russian PR

practitioner with knowledge of English and merican public relation and one merican

professor teaching public relations who had PR work experience in Russia.

The survey of Russian practitioners was conducted in ovember-December of

1995. The survey of American practitioners "vas conducted in January-March of 1996.

Statistical Procedures

Randomized design ANOVA was used to analyze the data on the frequency of

public relations function performance and the role of local agents/colleagues in

international activities of American practitioners. This test was supported by Tukey and

ETA statistical tests when needed. 2

Simple chi-square was used to analyze the attitudes toward research usage and PR

objectives among Ru sian practitioners.3

Complex chi-square was used to analyze the attitudes toward research u age and

PR objectives among American practitioners working in different regions of the world.4

Conclusion

Assumptions

Several assumptions were made in this study. It is assumed that the profession of

public relations in the United States is the most developed in the world. Also it is assumed,

based on the literature review that public relations is a profession that has some common

attributes that do not depenclupon local culture.
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Another assumption concerned the representation of American practitioners by t\l a

professional organizations (PRSA and IABC) and Russian practitioner by their t.

Petersburg organization (APRS). It was assumed that the memb rs of these organizations

represent all national practitioners.

The assumption was made on the nature of the four models of public relation

(press agentry, public information, two-way asymmetrical, and tv o-way symm trical).

Since previous studies revealed that these models can be applied to public r lation

practice in countries other than the United States,S it was assumed that the four models

could be applied to Russian and international public relations.

Limitations

Financial limits, time constraints and the relative novelty of the topic have imposed

several limitations on this study.

The sample of th study is r latively small for the Russian urvey as well a for th

American part of study. This limit the ease of generalization and of reaching conclusions.

The Russian sample is geographically limited to one regional group of practitioners. ince

that is one of two major cities where Russian practitioners are concentrated, Russian

responses are limited to the most advanced and. influential group of practitioners and not all

Russian PR practitioners.

Summary

The study is designed as a two-part mail survey conducted in Russia and the nited

States. The study sample was composed of the members of Public Relations Society of
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America and International Association of Business Communicators in oIved in

international PR practice, and St. Petersburg (Russia) Association of Public Relation

Specialists. The surveys are followed by a three-step analysis of the research data. The first

part is investigating Russian public relations. The second part deals \. ith the international

activities of American PR practitioners. The results of the two surveys are compared in the

third part. A OVA and chi-square statistical tests were used for the analysis.
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NOTE

I James E. Grunig, Larissa A. Grunig, K. Sriramesh, Yi-Hui r']uang, and Anastasia Lyra,

"Models of Public Relations in International Setting." Journal of Research in Public

Relations 3 (1995): 163-186. James E. Grunig. "Communication, Public Relations. and

Effective organizations: An Overview of the Book," in Excellence in Public Relations and

Communication Management, ed. James E. Grunig, (Hillsdale. J: Lawrence Erlbaum

Associates, Publishers, 1992),287-289.

2 Roger D. Wimmer and Joseph R. Dominick, Mass Media R search. (Belmont.

. CA: Wadsworth Publishing Company. 1994),246-247.

3 Ibid., 239-240.

~ Ibid.

5 Grunig, Grunig, Sriramesh, Huang, Lyra, 163-186. David M. Dozier, James E.

Grunig, and Larissa A. Grunig. Manager's Guide to Excellence in Public Relations and

Communication Management, (Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Publishers.

1995): 163-182.
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CHAPTER IV

FI Dr GS

Introduction

Survey Response

The questionnaire \~iaS sent to 30 public relations practitioners in St. Petersburg,

Russia. Only ten of them responded. Most of Russian respondents are in the age group

from 26 to 45, former journalists followed by fonner administrators, working for

government agencies, with a Eve-year diploma of higher education experience ranged

from 1 to 5 years. not speaking fluently any foreign language.

Fourteen of 44 American practitioners answered the questionnaire. Two of the

returned questionnaires were not usable for this study. Nine of 12 practitioners returned

, several completed questionnaires concerning their public relations work in different

regiOns of the world. Each questionnaire is considered a separat "experi I1C." Most

respondents work for consulting agencies, have PR experience of ten years or more, hav

Bachelor's or Master's degree, non-communication major, do not speak foreign languages

fluently.

Response rate was 30 percent for both Russian and American practitioners

combin~d,
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Survey of Russian PR Practitioners

Hvpotheses

Three hypotheses were tested in this part of study. They were as foHows:

1. There is no difference in frequency of performance of public relations functions.

2. There is no difference in practitioners' attitudes toward the research usage

between three types of the use of research.

3. There is no difference in practitioners attitudes toward public relations

objectives between three types ofPR objectives.

Results of Survev

The results of statistical analysis are as follows:

1. Differences in frequency of performance among 43 PR functions (App ndix B)

analyzed by randomized d ign A OVA. Calculated F-ratio (5.948) is significant at .01

level with df=42. 387. H(l) is not supported. There IS a difference In frequency of

performance among PR functions.

Differences in frequency of performance between pairs of PR functions. Tukey test

was llsed to compute critical difference. Calculated critical difference is 2.397 at .05 level.
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Table I

Means of Public Relations Functions Perfoffi1ed b Russian

= 430

function mean function mean function mean function mean

1. 3.9 '! 3.1 "l 2.1 4. 3.6_. .J.

5. I ~ 6. 0.0 7. 2.9 8. 1.7_.)

9. 2.3 10. 2.4 11. 3.5 12. 1.9

13. 1.8 14. ") ~ IS. 3.8 16. ..LO~.)

17. 3.7 18. 4.1 19. 4.5 20. 3.6

21. 3.9 22. 3.5 23. 4.4 24. 2.9

25. 3.4 26. "l "l 27. 3.7 28. 5.0.J . .J

29. 3.7 30. 3.9 31. 3.4 32. 4.1

"l"l 4.5 34. 4.8 35. 3.5 36. 1.7.J.J .

37. 3.6 38. 4.4 39. 4.0 40. 2.1

41. 2.8 42. 1.1 43. 3.5

The following differences' values are larger than critical difference: function 1 and

functions 6, 42; 2 - 6' 3 - 19,23,28,33,34,38; 4 - 6; 5 - 6,28; 6 - 7,10. I L 14, 15. 16.

17,18.19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26 27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35.37,38.39 41 43; 8

- 18, 19,23,28,32.33,34.38; 9 - 28; 10 - 28; 11 - 42; 12 - 19,23,28,33.34.38; 13 - 19,

23, 28, 33, 34, 38: 14 - 28; I5 - 42; i 6 - 42; 17 - 42; 18 - 36, 42; 19 - 36, 40, 42; 20 - 42'
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21 - 42; 22 - 42' 23 - 36,42; 27 - 42' 28 - 36 40,42; 29 - 42; 30 - 42' 32 - 36,42; 33 - 36.

40,42; 34 - 36, 40,42; 35 - 42; 36 - 38; 39 - 42; 42 - 43.

Function 42 had the lowe t frequency score and function 28 has the high t

frequency score. Function 42 is performed more often an any other function. ET

coefficient is .36 which is moderately differ nt from zero. Coefficient of determination is

.13. That means that J3% of variance in frequency scores is accounted for by ariation

among PR functions.

The study indicated that different public relations functions are performed with

various frequency by Russian practitioners. Functions with the love t score are practic d

most often by Russian practitioners, Functions with the highest scores are practiced rarely

by Russian practitioners. Function 41 (planning PR program) is performed mor often

than any other function. This function is followed by functions 8 (news releases) and 36

(legislation monitoring), 13 (press int rviews), and 12 (fact sheet for media). Function 28

(fund raising) is the least performed of all. All the other functions are in betw en these two

functions (42 and 28).

Due to computer program limitations, the functions were grouped into 8 cat gories

as follows:

1. Research functions (1-7).

2. Media relations functions (8-18).

3, Publishing activities (J 9-23).

4. Special events (24-28).

5. Internal communications (31).
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6. Community relations (29-30, 32-35).

7. Government relations (36-39).

8. Management functions (40-43).

Using these categories, the results of the statistical analysis are as follows:

Differences in frequency of performance between 8 groups of PR functions are

examined. Randomized design ANOVA used for analysis. Calculated F-ratio (9.053) i

significunt at .0 I level with df=7, 422. H(1) is not supported. There is a difference in

freq uency of performance among categories of PR functions.

Differences in frequency of performance among pairs of 8 group of PR function ,

Tukey test. Calculated cri tical difference is 1.04 at .05 level.

Table II

Means of PR Function Grouped in Categorie

N=430

function mean function mean function mean function mean

1. 2.586 2. 2.882
..,

3.98 4. 3.66J,

5. 4.083 6. 3.4 7. 3.425 8. 2.375

The following differences' values are larger than critical difference: 1 - 4, 5; 2 - 3,

5; 3 - 8; 4 - 8; 5 - 8; 7 - 8.
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Function 8 has the 10 est score and function 5 has the largest scor . ETA

coefficient is .36 which is moderately different from z roo Coeffici nt of det rmination i

.13. That means that 13% of variance in frequency scores is accounted for b. PR function.

Public relations functions grouped into eight categories are al 0 performed with

different frequency by Russian practitioners. Functions of group 8 (management function)

are the most frequently performed functions. Functions of group 5 (int mal

communications) are performed least often by Russians, All other functions are between

these two groups in terms of frequency of their performance.

2. Differences in practitioners' attitudes toward the use of research are examin d,

Simple chi-square test \\'as used. The calculated alue is 15, df=2. The chi-squar \"alue is

, significant at .01 level. There are differences in practitioners' attitudes toward the use of

research. H(2) is not supported,

Tabl 1II

Distribution of Practitioners Among the Types of the Use of Re earch

N = 10

1- formal research is used 2 - only informal research 3 - no re earch

0.0 5.0 5.0
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According to the data Russian practitioners are divided into two groups, One group

uses informal research only. Another group of practitioners does not use research at all.

The groups are roughly equal in the size.

3. Differences in practitioners' attitudes toward public relations objectives

examined. Simple chi-square was used for analyses. The calculated value is 16.1, df=2.

The chi-square value is significant at .05 and .01 level. There are differences In

practitioners' attitudes toward public relations objectives. H(3) is not supported,

Table IV

Distribution of Practitioners Among the Types of PR Objecti\'es

N = 10

1- mutual understanding 2 - influence 3 - information

2.0 1.0 6.0

The examination of the differences in practitioners' attitudes toward setting public

relations objectives indicated that most practitioners have "information" as an objective of

their professional performance. A much smaller group has "mutual understanding" as its

objective, and the smallest group has "influence" as an objective. The major objective of

public relations practice in Russia is "information."
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Su rvey of International Activities of American Practitioners

Hypotheses

Four hypotheses were tested in this part of study. They were as follows:

1. There is no difference in frequency of public relations functions performance

among world regions, different functions and their combinations.

2. There is no difference in the roles of local agents/colleagues among world

regions, different functions and their combinations.

3. There is no relationship between world reglOns and the use of research by

practitioners.

4. There is no relationship between world regiOns and objectives set by

practitioners.

Results of Survev

The results of statistical analysis are as follows:

I. Differences in frequency of performance among 43 PR functions are examin d.

(appendix) Randomized design ANOYA used for analysis. Calculated F-ratio (6.84) is

significant at .01 and .05 levels with df=42, 1113. H(l) is not supported. Th ria

difference in frequency of performance among PR functions.

Differences in frequency of performance among pairs of PR functions. Tukey test.

Calculated critical difference is 1.534 at .05 level..
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Table V

Means for PR Functions Perfonned by Am ricans

= 1156

function mean function mean function mean function m an

l. 2 ')" 2. 3All ... 3.87 4. 4.3._-, J.

5. 3.6 6. 2.87 7. 3.129 8. 2.416

9. 3.584 10. 2.905 II. 3.979 12. 3.621

[unction mean function mean function mean function mean

13. 2.733 14. 3.482 15. 4.698 16. 3.'" 18

17. 4.514 18. 3A91 19. 3.566 20. 3.027

21. 3.98 22. 3.655 23. 2.334 24. 3.068

25. 4.315 26. 3.548 27. 4.356 28. 4.602

29. 4.041 30. 4.595 31. 3.448 32. 4.3R6
I

... .., 4.511 34. 4.236 ..,- 4.359 36. 4 -..,.J .J . .J). . .J

37. 4.373 38. 4.523 39. 4.186 40. 3.68

41. 2.63 42. 2.1 R6 43. 3.448

The following differences' values are larger than critical difference: function I and

functions 3, 4, II, 15, 17,21,25,27,28,29,30,32,33,34,35 36,37,38,39; 3 - 42; 4 - 8,

23,41,42; 6 - 15.17,30,33,36.38; 7 - 17; 8 - 11, 15 17,21,25,27,28.29,30,32,33.

34,35,36,37,38,39; 10 - 28,30.33.36.38; 13 - 15, 17,25,27.28.29,30,32,33,35,

36,37,38; 15 - 20, 23, 24, 41, 42: 17 - 2",41, 42; 20 - 28,30; 23 - 25, 27, 28, 29,30,32,
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33,34,35,36,37,38 39; 24 - 28; 25 - 4142; 27 - 41,42; 28 - 41, 42; 29 - 41 42; 30 - 41

42; 32 - 41, 42; 33 - 41, 42; 34 - 41, 42' 35 - 41. 42; 36 - 41,42' 37 - 41, 42; 38 - 41 42' 39

-41.42.

Function 42 had the lowest frequency score and function 15 had the high st

frequency score. ETA coefficient is .5 which is moderately different from zero. Coefficient

of determination is .21. That means that 21 percent 0 f variance in frequency scores is

accounted for by differences in PR functions.

Public relations functions are performed differently by American practitioners in

their international practice. Function 42 - has the lowest and function 28 - highest scores.

That means that function 42 (planning PR programs) is the most frequently performed

function in the international practice of American specialists. This function is followed by

functions 1 (defining target audience and its characteristics), 23 (brochures, books, etc.).

and 8 (news releases). Function 15 (paid publications) has the high t frequency score and.

therefore, is the least performed function by Americans internationally. All oth r functions'

scores are between the e two functions (42 and 15).

Due to the computer program limitations, functions were grouped into 8 categorie

as follows:

1. Research functions (1-7).

2. Media relations functions (8-18).

3. Publishing activities (19-23).

4. Special events (24-28).

5. Internal communications (31).

6. Community relations (29-30, 32-35).
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7. Government relations (36-39).

8. Management functions (40-43).

The results of the statistical analysis are as follows:

Differences in frequency of performance among 8 cat gories of PR functions are

examined. (appendix) Randomized design A OVA is used for analysis. Calculated F-ratio

(14.923) is significant at .01 level with df=7, 1152. H(l) is not supported. There i a

difference in the frequency of performance between groups of PR functions.

Differences in frequency of performance between pairs of categorie of PR

functions. Tukey test. Calculated critical difference is .541 at .05 lev 1.

Table VI

Means for PR Functlons Grouped in Categories

= 1157

function mean function mean function mean function m an

1. 3.343 2. 3.519
..,

3.466 4. 3.778".
5. 4.355 6. 3.448 7. 4.388 8. 2.994

The following differences' values are larger than critical difference: 1 - 5, 7; 2 - 5,

7; 3 - 5, 7; 4 - 5, 7,8; 5 - 6,8; 6 - 7; 7 - 8.

Function 8 had the lowest frequency score and function 7 had the highest frequency

score. ETA coeftlcient is .28 which is moderately different from zero. Coefficient of
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determination is .08. That means that 8% of variance in frequency scores is accounted for

by differences in PR functions.

The same functions grouped into eight categories were also perfom1ed differently

in terms of frequency by American practitioners. Functions of group 8 (management

functions) has the lowest score and. consequently, is performed more often than other

functions. It is followed in frequency by group 1 (research functions). Functions of the

group 7 (government relations) have the highest score. These functions are the least often

performed ones.

Differences in frequency of functions' performance among world reglOns are

examined. (Appendix C). Randomized design ANOYA analyses used for examination.

. Calculated F-ratio (15.033) is significant at .01 level with df=4, 1151. H(l) is not

supported. There is a difference in frequency of functions' performance among world

regions.

Differences in frequency of performance among pairs if world regions. Tuk y test.

Calculated critical difference is .392 at .05 level.
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Table VII

Means for the Regions of the World Where American Practition rs Work for PR Function

N = 1156

regIOn mean regIOn mean regIon mean regIon mean

1. 3.312 4. 3.273 5. "") ..,..,""\
6. 3.783.J . .J.J .J

7. 4.64

The following differences' values are larger than critical difference: 1 - 6, 7; 4 - 6.

7; 5 - 6, 7; 6- 7.

Region 4 had the lowest frequency score and region 7 had the highest frequency

score. ETA coeffici nt is .12 which is moderately different from zero. Coefficient of

determination is .05. That means that 5% of \Oariance in frequency score is accounted for

by regions of the world.

Public relations functions are performed by Americans differ ntly in t rm of

frequency in different regions of the world. R gion 4 (Latin America) has th lowest score

of the frequency of performance. That means that PR functions overall are performed by

American practitioners more often in this than in any oth r region. Region 1 (W st rn

Europe) follows region 4. Region 7 (Middle East and South Africa) ha the highest score

\\ hich means that public relations functions o\'erall are performed ther by Americans last

often compared to other regions. Other regions' scores are in the middle of the scale.

Differences in frequency of groups of functions' performance between world

regions are examinedo Randomized design Al OVA was used for analyses. Calculated F-
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ratio (15.056) is significant at .01 level with df=4 1152. H(l) is not supported. Ther IS a

difference in frequency of functions' performance between world regions.

Differences in frequency of performance between pairs of world regions. Tuk y

test. Calculated critical difference is .392 at .05 level..

Table VIII

Means for the Regions of the World Where Americans Work. Variation for PR Categories

N = 1157

regIOn mean reglOn mean regIon mean reglOn mean

1. 3.341 4. 3.266 5. 3.339 6. 3.699

7. 4.661

The following differences' values are larger than critical differ nce: 1 - 7; 4 - 6. 7;

5 - 7: 6- 7.

Region 4 had the lowest frequency score and region 7 had the highest fr quency

score. ETA coefficient is .22 which is moderately different from zero. Coefficient or

determination is .05. That means that 5% of variance in frequency scores is accounted for

by regions of the world.

The same regions examined in regard to eight groups of public relations functions

also have differences in the frequency scores. The same regions have lowest and highest

scores. But the second in regard to frequency scores region is region 5 (Southeast Asia).
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Region 1 (Western Europe) is third in regard to frequency of PR functions perfonnance.

The strength of relationship is weak.

Differences in frequency of PR functions performance among combinations of

different functions and world regions are examined. The SYSTAT program was not able to

analyze such a large problem, so PR functions were grouped into 8 categories as described

above. Two factor ANOVA. Calculated F-ratio (.82) is not significant at .05 level. df= 40.

1117. H(l) is supported. There is no difference in frequency of PR functions performance

among combinat]ons of different functions and world regions.

2. Differences in roles of local agents/colleagues among 43 PR functions,

Randomized design A OVA is used for analyses. Calculated F-ratio (.568) is not

significant at .01 level with df=42, 2352. H(l) is supported. There is no difference in

frequency of performance among PR functions.

Din rences in roles of local agents/colleagues among groups or PR functions.

Randomized design ANOVA. Calculated F-ratio (2.441) is not significant at .0 I level with

df=42, 2387. H(l) is supported. There is no difference in frequency of performance

among PR functions.

The roles of local agents/colleagues working with American practitioners

are not different according to the data. That means relatively equal participation of local

agents in international activities of American practitioners. The same data analyzed for the

PR functions grouped into categories supports this result.
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Differences in roles of local agents/colleagues among world regIOns for 43

functions. Randomized design ANOVA. Calculated F-ratio (21.566) is significant at .01

level with df=5, 2389. H( 1) is not supported. There is a difference in rol s of local

agents/colleagues among world regions.

Differences in roles of local agents/colleagues among the pairs of world regions for

43 functions. Tukey test. Calculated critical difference is .662 at .05 level.

Table IX

Menns for the Roles of Local Agents in Different Regions of the World

N = 2395

regIOn mean regIOn mean regIOn mean regIOn mean

1. 2.44 4. 2.89 5. 2.549 6. 5.372

7. .306 2. 2.0

The following differences' values are larger than critical difference: 1 - 6. 7; 4 - 6,

7; 5 - 6, 7; 6 - 7; 2 - 4, 6, 7.

Region 7 had the lowest frequency score and region 6 had the highest frequency

score. ETA coefficient is .2 which is very moderately different from zero. Coefficient of

determination is .04. That means that 4% of variance in frequency scores is accounted for

by regions of the world.

The roles of local agents/colleagues are different in different regions of the world

where American practitioners perform PR work. Region 7 (Middle East and South Africa)
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has the lowest score. That means that local agents/colleagues ar pIa ing an important role

in the local professional acti ities of American practitioners. R ion 2 (Eastern Europ ) i

second in the importance of the role pla_ ed by local ag nts/colleagu s. R gion 6

(AustralialNew Zealand) has the highest score meaning th local ag nts/colleague pIa d

the least important role in Americans' international practice. Other regions' scores are

between these two groups of scores.

Differences in roles of local agents/colleagues among regions of the world for

categories of PR functions. Randomized design A OVA. Calculated F-ratio (31.38) is

significant at .01 level with df=5. 2389. H(l) is not supported. There is a difference in

roles of local agents/colleagues among world regions.

Differences in roles of local agents/colleagues among the pairs \.vorld r gions for

groups of functions. Tukey test. Calculated critical difference is .555 at .05 level.

Table X

Means for the Roles of Local gents in the Regions of the World for PR ategories

N = 2395

regIon mean regIOn mean regIOn mean regIOn mean

1. 2.364 4. 2.89 5. 2.549 6. 5.372

7. .306 2. 2.0

The following differences' values are larger than critical difference: 1 - 6, 7; 4 - 6,

7; 5 - 6, 7; 6 - 7; 2 - 4, 6, 7.
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Region 7 had the lowest frequency score and region 6 had the highest frequ nc

score. ETA coefficient is .25 which is very moderately different from zero. Coeffici nt of

determination is .06. That means that 6% of ariance in frequency scor account d for by

regions of the world.

The same test repeated for eight groups of PR functions indicated the same region

with highest and lowest scores. Local agents play more important roles in region 7 (Middl

East and South Africa) than in any other regions. They play the lea t important role in

region 6 (AustralialNew Zealand).

SYSTAT was not capable of analyzing combination of local agents/coli agu

roles and world regIOns.

3. Differences in the us of r s arch by mericaJ1 practitioners. imple chi-squar .

Calculated value is 29.4, df=2. The calculated value is ignificant at .01 I vels. Ther are

differences in practition rs' attitudes toward the use of research.

Table XI

Distribution of American Practitioners Among the Types of Research U ag

N = 18

1- formal research is used 2 - only informal research 3 - no research

5.0 12.0 0.0
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Relationship between world regions and the use of research. Complex chi-square.

The calculated value is 4.48, df= 10. The chi-square alue is not significant at .05 level.

There is no relationship betvJeen world regions and the use of research. H(3) is supported.

Table XII

Distribution of American Practitioners Among the Types of Research Usage and World

Regions

=18

1- fonnal research is used 2 - only inforn1al research ... no regIOn.J -

research

3.0 4.0 0.0 a

0.0 1.0 0.0 b

0.0 2.0 0.0 d

1.0 4.0 0.0 e

1.0 0.0 0.0 f

0.0 1.0 0.0 h

According to the data, most American practitioners use only informal research in

their practice. A smaller group uses formal research and nobody practices public relations

without any research at all. Informal research prevails in the international practice of

American specialists. There are no apparent differences in the use of research by

Americans among regions in the world.
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4. Differences in practitioners' attitudes toward public relations objectives. imple

chi-square. The calculated value i 30.27, df=2. The chi-square value is significant at .01

level. There are differences in practitioners attitudes toward public relation objectiv .

H(3) is not supported.

Table XIII

Distribution of American Practitioners Among the Types of PR Objectives

N = 18

1- mutual understanding 2 - influence 3 - information

2.0 6.0 1.0

Relationship between world regions and PR objectives. Complex chi-square. The

calculated value is 3.146. df=6. The chi-square value i not significant at .01 lev I. Tht:r

is no relationship among world regions and PR objectives. H(3) is support d.
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Table XIV

Distribution of American Practitioners Among the Types ofPR Obj cti e and World

Regions

N = 18

1- mutual understanding 2 - influence
..,

reglOn.J -

information

1.0 3.0 1.0 a

0.0 0.0 0.0 b

0.0 1.0 0.0 d

1.0 1.0 0.0 e

0.0 1.0 0.0 f

The PR objectives set by American practition rs for th ir profe sional activiti s are

different. The largest group of practitioners indicated "influence" as an objective for their

work. A smaller group indicated "mutual understanding" as an objective, and the mall st

group indicated "information" as an objective. "Influence" is the major objective for

international practice of American public relations specialists. No relationship between

world regions and types of PR objectives was found.
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Comparison of International Activities of American Practitioners, by \Vorld

Regions and Activities of Russian Practitioners

Hypotheses

Three hypotheses were tested in this part of study. They are as follows:

1. There is no difference in frequency of public relations functions performance

between world regions, different functions and their combination.

2. There 15 no relationship between world regIOns and the use of research by

practitioners.

3. There 1S no relationship between world regIOns and objectives s t by

practitioners.

Results of Comparison

The results of statistical analysis are as follows:

1. Differences in frequency of perfonnance among 43 PR function. Randomized

design A OVA. Calculated F-ratio (8.754) is significant at .0 I level with df=42. 1544.

H( I) is not supported. There is a difference in frequency of perfonnance am ng PR

functions.

Differences 10 frequency of performance among the pairs of 43 PR functions.

Tukey test. Calculated critical difference is 1.336 at .05 level.
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Table XV

Means for PR Functions Performed By Ru sian and American Practitioner Combin d

N = 1587

Ii
"

!I
:1
:1
:l.,
:1
.j

:1
The folJowing difference' values are larger than critical differ nce: 1 - 15, 27 28. ii

function mean function mean function Imean function mean

1. 2.568 2. 3.108
..,

3.297 4. 3.946.J.

5. 3.083 6. 1.892 7. 3.027 8. 2.105

9. 2.889 10. 2.703 II. 3.514 12. 2.946

13. 2.243 14. 2.973 15. 4.324 16. 3.472

17. 4.083 18. 3.757 19. 3.757 20. 2.973

21. 3.703 22. 3.405 23. 2.865 24. 2.595

25. 3.703 26. 3.081 27. 3.973 28. 4.459

29. 3.811 30. 4.194 31. 3.378 32. 4.216

..,..,
4.351 34. 4.378 .... ~ 4.135 36. ..... ~95.J.J . .J

37. 4.0 38. 4.351 39. 4.054 40. 2.91"

41. 2.405 42. J .865 43. 3.27

30,32,33,34,35,37,38,39; 2 - 28; 3 - 6. 42; 4 - 6,8,13,24.41,42: 5 - 28; 6 - 11,15,16,

17,18,19,21,25,27,28.29,30,32.33.34,35,36.37,38, 39. 43; 7 - 28, 34; 8 - 11, 15.

16,17,18,19,21,25,27.28,29,30,32,33,34,35,36,37,38. 39; 9 - 15,28,33,34 38:

10 - 15, 17.28.30,32.33 34,35,38,39; II - 42; 12 - 15,28.33,34,38; 13 - 15, 17,27.

28,29,30,32,33,34,35,37. 38, 39' 14 - 15,28,33, 34, 38; 15 - 20, 23, 24, 40,41,42; 16
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- 42; 17 - 24 41. 42; 18 - 41, 42; 19 - 41, 42; 20 - 28,33 34 38' 21 - 42; 22 - 42; 23 - 28.

32,33,34,38' 24 - 28,30,32,33,34,35.38,39; 25 - 42; 26 - 28; 27 - 41 42; 28 - 42; 29 -

41,42;30-,41,42: 31-42:32-41.42; 33-40.41,42;34-40,4142:35-4142;36-

42; 37 - 41, 42; 38 - 40,41. 42; 39 - 41, 42; 42 - 43.

Function 42 had the lowest frequency score and the function 28 had the highest

frequency score. ETA coefficient is .44 which is moderately different from zero.

Coefficient of determination is .19. That means that 19% of variance in frequ ncy score

accounted for by PR functions.

Public relations functions are performed with different frequency by Ru ian and

American practitioners combined. Function 42 (planning PR programs) has the low st

score and is thus performed most often. It is followed by functions 6 (res arch of is ues

potentially or currently important for client/employer) and 8 (news relea es). Function 28

(fund raising) ha the highe t cor and is p r~ rmed 1 a toft n. Other functions are

between these two functions in regard to their frequency of performance cor s

The SYSTAT program was not able to analyze 43 functions in all the cas s. That is

why the functions were grouped into 8 categories as follows:

1. Research functions (1-7).

2. Media relations functions (8-18).

3. Publishing activities (19-23).

4. Special events (24-28).

5. Internal communications (31).

6. Community relations (29-30,32-35).
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7. Government relations (36-39).

8. Management functions (40-43).

The results of the statistical analysis are as follows:

Differences in frequency of performance among 8 categories of PR functions.

Randomized design ANOVA. Calculated F-ratio (20.062) is significant at .01 level with

df-=7, 1579. H(l) is not supported. There is a difference in frequency of performance

among groups of PR functions.

Differences in frequency of performance among 8 categories of PR functions.

Tukey test. Calculated critical difference is .47 at .05 level.

Table XVI

Means for PR Functions Grouped to Categories

N -= 1587

function mean function mean function mean function mean

1. 3.217 2. 3.413 3. 3.551 4. 3.758

5. 4.31 6. 3.44 7. 4.228 8. 2.891

The following differences' values are larger than critical difference: 1 - 4, 5, 7; 2 -

5, 7,8; 3 - 5, 7, 8; 4 - 5, 7, 8; 5 - 6, 8; 6 - 7, 8; 7 - &.

Function 8 had the lowest frequency score and function 5 had the highest

frequency score. ETA coefficient is .29 which is moderately different from zero.
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Coefficient of determination is .08. That means that 8% of variance in frequency scores is

accounted for by PR functions.

The same functions categorized into groups are also practiced with different

frequency by Russian and American practitioners combined. Functions of group 8

(management functions) have the lowest score and, consequently are performed mor

often than any other group of functions. This group is followed by group 1 (re earch

functions). Functions of group 5 (internal communications) have the highest scores and are

practiced the least often. Other groups are between these groups in regard to their

frequency scores.

Differences in frequency of functions' performance among world regLOns.

Randomized design ANaYA. Calculated F-ratio (12.804) is significant at .01 level with

df=5, 1581. H(l) is not supported. TI1 re i a differ nce in frequency of functi ns'

performance among world regions.

Differences in frequency of performance among world regIOn. Tuke. te 1.

Calculated critical difference is .392 at .05 level.
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Table XVII

Means for World Regions Where American and Russian Practitioner Work

= 1587

regIOn mean region mean r glOn mean region m an

1. 3.296 '" 3.215 4. 3.273 5. 3.356..).

6. 3.779 7. 4.627

The following differences' values are larger than critical diffi renee: 1 - 6, 7: 3 - 6,7:

4 - 6, 7; 5 - 6, 7; 6- 7.

Region 3 had the lowest frequency score and region 7 had the highest frequenc

score. ETA coefficient is .2 which is ery moderately different from zero. Co fficient of

determination is .04. That means that 4% of variance in frequency scores is accounted for

by regions of the world.

Functions are performed differently in th different world regIOns by Russian

practitioners and Americans overall. Region 3 (Former Soviet Union) has th low st sc r .

That means that PR functions are performed there more often that in any other r gion of

the world. Region 7 (Middle East and South Africa) has the highest score. Consequently,

PR functions are performed there less often than in any other region of the world. Other

regions are between these two regions in regard to their frequency scores.

Differences in frequency of groups of functions performance among world regions.

Randomized design A OVA. Calculated F-ratio (12.623) is significant at .01 and .05
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levels with df=5, 1581. H(l) is not supported. There is a difference in frequenc of groups

of functions' performance among world regions.

Differences in frequency of performance among world reglOns. Tuk y te t.

Calculated critical difference is .39 at .05 level.

Table XVIII

Means for World Regions for PR Categories

N = 1587

reglOn mean regIon mean reglOn mean reglOn mean

1. 3.341 4. 3.266 5. 3.339 6. 3.699

7. 4.661
~ 3.299.J.

The following difference' value are larger than critical diffl renee: 1 - 7: 3 - 76. 7:

4 - 6, 7; 5 - 7; 6- 7.

Region 4 had the lowest frequency score and region 7 had the highest frequ ncy

score. ETA coefficient is .2 \ovhich is very moderately different from zero. fficient of

detennination is .04. That means that 4% of variance in frequency scores is accounted for

by regions of the world.

Functions grouped into eight categories are practiced differently among different

world regions. Region 4 (Latin America) has the lowest score and groups of PR functions

are performed there more often than anywhere else. Region 7 (Middle East and South

Africa) has the highest score and groups of PR functions are practiced there less often than
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anywhere else in this study. Other regions are between these two regions in regard to their

frequency scores.

Differences 10 frequency of PR functions p rformance among combinations of

different functions and \vorld regions. The SY TAT program wa not able to analyze such

a problem. That is why PR functions were grouped into 8 categorie as de cribed abo\" .

Two factor A OVA. Calculated F-ratio (1.419) is not significant at .05 level df=48. 1539.

H( 1) is partly supported. There is no difference in frequency of PR functions perforn1ance

among combinations of groups of different functions and world regions.

2. Differences in the use of research by American practitioners internationally and

Russian practitioners combined. Simple chi-square. Calculated alue is 23.9. df=2. Th

calculated value is significant at .05 and .01 Ie els. H(2) is not supported. Iher are

differences in practitioners' attitud s to\ ard the use of re arch.

Table XIX

Distribution of Ru ian and American Practitioners Among th Typ s of Re earch ag

= 28

1- formal research is used 2 - only informal research 3 - no research

5.0 17.0 5.0

Relationship between world regions and the use of research. Complex chi-square.

The calculated value is 18.935, df=12. The chi-square value is not significant at .05 level.

There is no relationship bet\\"een \-\'orId region and the us of re earch. H(3) is upport d
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Table XX

Distribution of Russian and American Practitioners Among the Type of Research U age

and World Regions

N=28

1- formal research is used 2 - only informal re earch
.,

no regIOn-' -

research

3.0 4.0 0.0 a

0.0 5.0 5.0 c

0.0 1.0 0.0 b

0.0 2.0 0.0 d

1.0 4.0 0.0 e

1.0 0.0 0.0 , f
,

0.0 1.0 (J.O h

American and Russian practitioners c mbincd have different attitudes toward the

use of research in their practice. The largest group uses only informal research. Two

smaller groups of equal size use formal research or no research at all. No relation hip

between world regions and the extent of use of research was found.

3. Differences in practitioners' attitudes toward public relations objectives overall.

Simple chi-square. The calculated value is 33.9, df=2. The chi-square value is significant at
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.05 and .01 level. There are differences in practitioners' attitudes toward public relations

objectives. H(3) is not supported.

Table XXI

Distribution of Russian and American Practitioners Among the Types ofPR Objectives

N=28

1- mutual understanding 2 - influence 3 - information

4.0 7.0 7.0

Relationship between world regions and PR objectives. Complex chi-square. The

calculated value is 11.171. df=8. The chi-square yalue is not significant at .05 and .0 I

level. There is no relationship between world regions and PR objectives. H(3) is

supported.
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TableXXU

Distribution of Russian and American Practitioners Among th Types of PR Objective

and Regions of the World

= 28

1- mutual understanding 2 - influence
...,
j - regIOn

infonnation

1.0 3.0 1.0 a

2.0 1.0 6.0 c

0.0 0.0 0.0 b

0.0 1.0 0.0 d

1.0 1.0 0.0 e

0.0 1.0 0.0 f

American and Russian practitioners are also divid d into three differ nt groups in

regard to the PR objective they set for their practice. Two equal groups have "influenc ,.

and "information" as objectives. One smaller group has "mutual understanding" as an

objective. No relationship between world regions and types of objectives was found.

Summary

Russian and American PR practitioners were studied in order to determine what

functions they perfoml and how often, what their objectives are, and how they view

research. Differences in frequency of performance of PR functions were found. Also, a
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number of differences in frequency of performance scores were found among world

regions. The roles played by local agents/colleagues were examined. Differences in their

roles among world regions were found. The study indicated that differ nc s in

practitioners' attitudes toward research usage and setting of PR objectives were um lated

to the different world regions.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY CONCLUSIO SAD RECOMME DATIO S

Summary of The Research

Purpose and Value of the Studv

The profession of public relations is newly established in Russia. Currently the

problem of communication effectiveness 1 a major issue but not the only one for

practitioners In that country. One of the \vay to increase the effectiveness of public

relations is to use the experience or elements of experience of PR in other countries. The

purposes of this study include receiving information on Russian public relations practices.

on the international practices of American PR specialists, and comparing these data to each

other. This study is beneficial to Russian practitioners who receive the information, which

is necessary for the faster development of Russian public relations. lntemational public

relations practitioner and ducators might also benefit from this study.

Studv of International and Russian Public Relations

This study attempted to answer the following questions:

- What elements of public relations are used by American practitioners

intemationally?

- What elements of public relations are used by Russian practitioners?

What models of public relations tit the international activities of American

practitioners and activities of Russian practitioners?

- \Vhat things can Russian practitioners learn from their American counterparts?
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The study was designed as two surveys. Random samples of Russian and

American practitioners were selected for this study. Mail questionnaires were used to

collect the data. Russian and American questionnaires were almo t identical with th

exception of some supplementary parts. The surv y of Russian practitioners and th survey

of American practitioners working internationally are combined in this smd.. Computer

analyses were used to examine the results of the survey and examine relationships an10ng

findings.

The Russian survey was conducted in ovember - December of 1995. The

American survey was conduced in January - March of 1996. Thirty Rus ian and forty four

American practitioners were involved. Response rate was 30 percent for both groups

combined. Questionnaires \\"ere pretested by Russian PR practitioners and by American PR

teachers.

tatistical analyses indicated difference in frequency of performance of di fferent

public relations functions as well as group of functions. Difference were found in the

professional practices of Russian and American PR specialists. Management. res arch. and

media relations functions are performed most often.

Analyses of data on international activities of American practitioners indicated

differences in frequency of functions' performance among regions of the world. However,

no differences in frequency of functions' performance were found between combinations

of different functions and world regions. Public relations are conducted by Americans

more often in Latin America. Western Europe. and Southeast Asia.

Analysis indicated th difference bet\\"een the roles of local agents/colleagues in

international activities of American practitioners in different world regions. Local
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agents/colleagues play the most important role in Middle East and South Africa and the

least important role inAustralialNew Zealand. No difference in the roles of local

agents/colleagues among different functions and groups of functions was found.

The study found differences in practitioners' attitude toward PR objecti e and the

use of research. Russian perfolm public relations with the objective of providing th

information to publics and use only informal research or no research at all. Americans have

influence as their public relations' objective and use only informal methods of r search. 0

relationship among these attitudes and regions of the world was found.

Conclusions

The profession of public relations in the United States of America is presumed to

be the most developed in the world. Since the e tabli hm nt of this pr fes ion in th 19th

century, American public relations has achieved a high stage of practical th or tical and

organizational development. as well as a higher social status than anywhere else in th

world.

In other countries of the world the development of public relations was not a rapid

due to different historicaL political, and cultural circumstances. Western Europe is th

region where public relations is developed more than in any other country except for the

United States. The development of public relations practices in the different countries of

the world evolved through different stages. This development was significantly influenced

by local social, political. economic and other conditions. But even a brief revi w of the
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literature concerning public relations practices in different countries of the world points

out some common points. These are:

1. Public relations practices generally were initiated either by international

companies entering new markets or by national governments. The first way is more

specific for market economies as in Europe, the second way is rather specific for restricted

societies with strong government control over many a peets of the society s life, such as in

developing countries. The government-initiated PR is often directed outside the country.

AI-Hazmi noted that Third World nations are demonstrating their understanding of the

social responsibility of public relations in terms of unified national development roles. l

Alanazi noted the role of international public relations activities conducted by governments

through their embassies.2

There are few exceptions from this pattern when the two are mixed. Ru sian public

relations was initiated by the highe t political authoritie in the country hut it funh r

development was facilitated by international corporations ent ring the Ru sian market.

This happened as the political environment changed.

Indian public relations were initiated by British colonial authoritie and were

conducted under the government control within India and in a traditional fashion outside

the country. The nature of Indian public relations changed when the country gained its

independence and the political environment changed favorably for international business.

Multinational businesses facilitated the development of modem PR in India.

In China the development of PR was reversed in 1989 when public relations

practices initiated by international ompanies \v re taken under governmental control and

redesign to serve as propaganda. The public relations function in its original interpretation
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was accepted by the Chinese government for use abroad. This change in the role and

development of public relations in China followed the re-enforcement of political

restrictions.

These two exclusions rather enforce than undermine the common pattern of t\VO

ways of public relations profession establishment.

2. Generally, public relations in countries other than the United States is mor

government-oriented in terms of well-paid goyernment contracts and the extent of

government participation in the life of the societies. Even in Great Britain, the government

has more influence over the dissemination of public information, a philosophy more

typically European. than American. The relationship between public relations might be

presented as a continuum between the American tradition of the government's role in th

society to the tradition of overwhelming governmental control of the society that is found

in many developing countries.

3. The public relations practices in different countrie have three common features

that could serve as indicators of the state of development and exp ri nee of the public

relations profession. These features are:

- A presence of a significant number of specialists hired specifically to perform

some publ.ic relations t) pe of work and whose work is institutionalized in some way

(department, agency);

- Existence of professional organizations established by people working in PR,

recognizing each other as colleagues. distinguishing some specific attributes of their

profession, and concerned with the development, quality. ethics, and elf-regulation of

their professional work.
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- The existence and quality of the system of professional training and education.

These three features are found in the literature devoted to public relations practice

of many countries. Therefore. these features could be con idered independent from th

unique en ironments of particular countries. The development of public relations in

different countries must include these attributes, according to literature on international

public relations. The level of development and influence of professional practices,

associations, and education systems indicate the level of development of the whole

profession.

All three features do not exist simultaneou ly. Rather they symbolize the tage of

development of the profession. The profession exists when there are enough professionals

performing certain tasks. But the profession does not grow until the professionals

recognize the need for and ways of growth. The establishment of professional associations

indicates the moment when the profes ion become concerned with its development and

capable to direct it.

The third feature, establi hing a system of profe sional education, means that th

members of profession are aware of the specific attributes of their profession and look for

training specialists who would be able to deal wi.th specific tasks effectively. Also th

experience gained by the profession and it can be shared with prospective members of

profession. The largest and most developed system of public relations training and

education is in the United States which is not surprising given the development of

professional practice in that country. Western Europe has the second largest system of

professional training but it is far smaller and young r than the American sy t m. "Th

education and training system which supports any profession are windows through which
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the development of the profession, past to future can be viewed. 3 Of course the current

development of intemational communications allows one use the experience of others but

such experience must be adjusted to the local situation.

4. Public relations practitioners in the majority of countries recogniz the influence

of American and, in some cases, British PR on their practices. Even countries with

restricted communication who see public relations as a propaganda function are usmg

American models for international communication.

Despite these commonalties, the international practice of public relations, including

PR practiced in different countries around the globe and international PR activities

conducted in several countries by foreign nationals, has not been studied enough to make

recommendations for improving Russia s newly established profes ion. Many is ues are

still disputed by public relations scholars and practitioners. Such problems as global

programming, international media relations, relationship betw n local culture and global

flow of information still have no definite solutions.

The lack of information on common attributes of international public relation and

the gro\ving demand from "new democracies of the world,,-I for assistance in d veloping

public relations equally justify this study that bas identified some of public relations

functions performed worldwide and the models of public relations that fit international PR

practice.

Russian Public Relations

The only function that is practiced by Rus ian practitioners consistently is planning

PR programs. Other frequently performed functions include preparing news releases,
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legislation monitoring, conducting press interviews, preparing fact sheets for media, media

analysis, hosting press conferences, preparing press kits analysis of messages from th

audience, creating news events, and counseling top management on PR issues. From time

to time, Russians also practice the following functions: communication training for top

management, research on opinion leaders. discussions and meeting , communication

effectiveness evaluation, conducting presentations, taking part in exhibitions, preparing

publications for employees, speech writing. preparing annual reports h lping employe s

become involved in communlt. life, and informing top management about public opinion.

Other functions are performed rarely. Fund raising is not performed at all.

The most frequently performed group of functions are management functions.

followed by research functions. The following group of functions have a moderate

frequency of performance: media relations, community relations, and government

relations. Other groups of functions ar performed rarely.

Half of the Russian practitioners do not u e research in their professional practic .

Another half use only informal methods of research. The major objective for public

relations activities conducted by Russian practitioners is providing information. Two other

objectives (seeking influence and mutual understanding) are less represented in Ru sian

public relations.

Russian public relations has the following features: only informal research or no

research at all; providing information is an objective; functions of media relations and

special events dominate the practice, with management and research functions coming

next. However, among the groups of function, management and research functions

prevail, and media, community and government relations are second.
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These attributes of Russian public relations fit the public infonnation model

because of the lack of research. Extensive use of media also supports thi conclusion.

The major task in researching public relations in Russia was to use the t nninolog

understandable for both Russians and Americans. Some of the PR functions ar not

performed by Russians but they still had to be understood by them. That was achieved by

translation and back translation of American terms by the people familiar with Russian and

English as well as with PR practices of both countries.

International Activities of Amerkan Practitioners

American practitioners perform the following functions most often: planning PR

programs, defining target audiences. brochures and books publication. preparing ne\\'s

releases, and counseling top management on PR issues. The following functions have a

moderate frequency rate: conducting press interviews, doing research on current or

potential, prepanng press kits, preparing publications for customers/visitors/cl i nts

holdlng discussions and meetings, research on opll1lOn leaders, photo production.

communication effectiveness evaluation, preparing publications for employees/members.

conducting communication training for top management creating news events, video

production, and preparing presentations, Other functions are performed rarely by American

practitioners working abroad.

Management, research, community relations, publishing, and media relations

functions are performed by American practitioners at a moderate rate. Other groups of

functions are performed rarely,
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Media relations management and research functions are among the most often

performed functions and groups of functions.

World regions differ in terms of the frequency of performance of public relations

functions. Public relations functions are conducted in Western Europe, Latin America, and

Southeast Asia at a moderate rate. In other regions PR functions are performed rarely.

Local agents/colleagues of American practitioners generally play the role of equal

partners in the Middle East and South Africa, they are involved in planning activities in

Western and Eastern Europe, and Southeast Asia, they act as advisers in Latin America.

and work as administrati\'eltechnical staff in AustralialNew Zealand.

The majoritv ·of American practitioners internationally use only informal methods

of research. Some forn1al research is conducted. No activities are conducted \vithout

research. The use of research does not differ among the regions where American

practitioners work.

Most American practitioners have inf1uence as an objective of their profe ional

practices. Mutual understanding and information objectives do exist in international

activities of American practitioners but these objectives are not typical to that practice.

Objectives do not differ among the regions of the world where American practitioners

work.

International activities by American PR practitioners have the following attributes:

media relations, management and research functions are performed by Americans more

than any other functions; public relation functions are conducted most actively in Western

Europe, Southeast Asia, and Latin America; local agents/colleagues play important roles in

some regions of the world, but since their roles do not differ among PR functions, their role
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might be attributed to the local environment; influence is main objective; and for the most

part only informal research is used in professional practice internationally.

International activities of American practitioners support the one-way a ymmetrical

model according to its objectives and use of re earch. The press agentry model also could

be part of the one-way asymmetrical model.

Comparison of International Activities of American Practitioners and Activities of Russian

Practitioners

Both the public relations practices of Russians and tho e of Americans

internationally have media relations management and research functions as the prevailing

types of PR activities.

Both groups of practitioners use informal research in their practices but half of the

Russian practitioners do not u e r search at all. 0 Rus ian practitioners lise formal

research. At the same time. no American practitioner perform their work without re earch

of some type and some formal research is conducted as part of the international activities

of Americans. Russian and American practitioners differ in attitudes toward research.

Russian and American practitioners have different objectives for their work. All

three functions are represented in the activities of Russian and American practitioners but

the dominant objectives are different: give information for Russians and s ek influence for

Americans.

The analysis of a combination of Russian and international PR conducted by

American public relations practition rs indicated that the follov,;ing functions are

performed most often: planning PR programs, doing research on current/potential i sues
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for client, preparing news releases, holding press interviet,: s, and counseling top

management on PR issues. The following functions are performed at a mod rate frequency

rate: defining target audiences. conducting discussions and meetings, preparing pre kits.

brochures and books. speech wTiting, preparing fact sheets for media, creating news events,

preparing publications for customers/visitors/clients, informing top management about

public opinion doing research on opinion leaders, preparing presentations, analy is of

messages from the audience. communication effectiveness evaluation, conducting

communication training for top management, media analy is. holding press conference .

preparing publications for employees. preparing annual reports, and producing

photographs.

The follo\\'ing group of public relations functions are perform d at a mod rate

frequency rate: management and research functions, media relations, and community

relations.

Management, research. and media relations functions prevail among all. th

functions and groups of functions performed by Russian and American practitioners.

Frequency scores for different regions of the world revealed that public relations

functions and groups of functions are performed at a moderate rate in the Former Soviet

Union, Latin America, Western Europe. and Southeast Asia.

Russian and American practitioners combind use informal research in their

practices. Formal research and "no research" are represented by smaller groups of

practitioners. No difference in the use of research among world regions was found.
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Influence and infonnation objectives are equally repr sented in the total sample of

Russian and American practitioners. The mutual understanding objective is r pres nted

less than the t\\'o other objective.

Public relations activities of Rus ian and Americans combined have the following

attributes: managemento research and media relations functions as major types of activitie :

prevailing use of informal research' and prevailing influence and information objectives of

PR activities. The model that fits these combined public relation acti itie can not be

developed due to the ditferences in objectives. The follo\ving three models might be

developed from the above described attributes: press agentry, public information. and one

way asymmetrical.

Recommendations

rmplementation of the Studv Result

The results of this tudy can be implemented in several ways. First, the imilarities

and differences between Russian public relations and the international practice of

American specialists arc identified. Since common patterns in professional practice, such

as prevailing PR functions, are identified there is reason to believe that the same functions

constitute the practice of public relations globally and that the profession is developing in

different countries of the world in similar ways. This means that the experience of the PR

industry in one country may be used for the development of public relations in others.

In regard to the needs of the Russian public relations profession, media relations,

PR management, and PR research are the areas where the exp rience of American public

relations can be very helpful. Tactics and techniques of media relations, management
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techniques and strategies, and research techniques are the subjects of great interest to

Russian practitioners. The most interesting subjects to them are PR managem nt and PR

research.

Managerial skills are in great demand in Russia and the public relations profession

is not excluded in the search for management training. Russian practitioners should be

taught hovv to plan and conduct public relations programs, how to take a more proactive

approach to PR practice. and how to influence the stakeholders instead of merely informing

publics.

Active and effective PR should be and may be ba ed only on a scientific.

professional approach to the practice. Stakeholders cannot be influenced if even conducting

a simple public opinion poll is a problem. Russian practitioners can learn from Am ricans

how to use resea~ch and how to conduct formal research. This problem is very important

for Russian PR becaus infOlmal research is already part of Russian PR but formal

research has not been introduced to Russian public relations practitioners.

Seminars and the publication of literature covering PR manag ment and research.

as well as media relations. might improve the effectiveness of Russian PRo

Second, this study has identified the areas of public relations that are effective

internationally. This might help international practitioners develop a more reliable

approach to their practice. Also, educators may develop an internationally acceptable

design for professional training and education. That design might incorporate and

emphasize the elements of public relations that could be applied internationally.

Of course, this one study cannot erve as a basis for a model of effectiv

international public relations and international PR education design. Further research is
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needed. But this study can lead to a more sophisticated study. The next stud can have a

larger scale or be more focused on some particular aspect of international PR practic

Also, this study can help initiate Russian public relations research.

Further Research

Further research can avoid many limitations of this study by securing more time

and sufficient financial resources for data collection and analysis. Ability to conduct

additional mailings \ ill improve the response rate.

The ability to concentrate on a smaller problem or on one region of the world

would reduce the financial burden and time constraints. Also, it may reduce the length of

the questionnaire what might reflect positively on the response rate.

A larger sample of Am rican and Ru sian or any other practitioners would

improve the reliability of future study re ults. It might be u eful to develop a stratified

sample of Ru sian practitioners because the overaIl picture of Rus ian PR and th public

relations model of Russian practice might be affected by a majority of governm nt PR

officers in the sample. That is the reality of CUlTent Russian PR btlt it might damage a study

aimed at developing a model of successful communications for Russia.

. The person who is interested in conducting further research IS advised to be

careful with the number of categories: SYSTAT IS not able to analyze more than 15

categories on two or more variables.
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The most exciting type of further study ould be the study of a global public

relations program. The comparison of strategy and its local implementations would

contribute significantly to the development of international public relations.

Finally, this study is just a small part of what should be done to define precisely the

profession of public relations. The boundaries, core techniques and tools, personal kill

are still not described completely. That is a major task for all future re earchers of public

relations.
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NOTES

I Mubarak Wasel Al-Hazmi, 'The Development of Public Relations 111 audi

Arabia: A Survey," (Ph.D. dissertation, Wayne State University, 1990): 54.

2 Ali Alanazi, 'Public Relations Role Models in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia'"

(Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio University, 1993): 71.

3 Charlotte Hatfield, "Public Relations Education 1TI the UK." Public Relations

Revie'lN (Summer 1994): 189. 189-199.

4StlSan Fry Bovet, ,. '92 IPR.t\ President Tracks Global Public Relations," Public

Relations Journal (March 1992): 25. 25-26.
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OOPOC COEIJ;llAJII1CTOB I1PECC-CJIY)KE I1 CJIY)KE P BUC REL no
POCCI111

YBa)J{aeMbIH KOJIJIera!

OTBeTbTe, IIO)KaJIyHCTa. Ha CJIenylOllI,lle BonpOCbr:

J. KpaTKO OI1HlllllTe Barny (Barnero nO.LI;pa3.n.eneHH5I) pa6oTY, n,lla'IH, cnoco6bl

IIJlaHllpOBaHH5I, ynpaBneliHJI H HCnOJIHeHH5I B nepe'IHCneHHblX HIDKe c¢epax
npo¢eccHoHanhHoH ne5lTeJIhHOCTH. I1ponYCTIITe He OTHOC5I1IUIeC5I K Baruefl

pa60Te cct>epbl.

a) Pa60n co cpe.n.CTBaMU MaCCOBOH IIH¢opMau.lm:

6) I1onroToBKa H BbmycK rrellaTHoII rrpOn)'KWHI (nepHOnll'IeCKHe H:3.D,aHH5I,

cneu.HaJIhHble H3.n.aHH5I, KHHrH, ux aY.II.JrTOpmI H T. .n..)

I1ponOJl::KeHHe Ha cJIenYlOllJ,eir CTpaHHue
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2
B) Pa60Ta C MeCTHbIMII :>IGITeJISlMlI 2K.HTemrMH ropo~a. paiIOHa. OIKpopaHOHa

B KOTOpOM pacnOJIO)l{eHa Barna opraHI!I3aI.lJuliBarn KJIHeHT.

r) OpraHII3aUH.5l H npOBelleHue "OC06hIX MepOnpILliTInY' TaKHX KaK:

KOHepepeHUHll, npe3eHTaU'Hf. npa3,UHOBaHH5l H T. n.

~) l1cCJle~OBal-me. H3yqeHHe cy61>eKTOB

KaCaIOll.(HXC51 ee, c60p I:mepopMaU}1H

KOMneTeHl.l,Hll.

13alllefl lle5ITe.lbHocTII.

B npe~eJlax Barne(r

BonpOCOB.

CJIy)l{e6HoH

TIpollOJI)I{eHIre Ha c.lellYlowefr CTpaI-IHue
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e) YnpaBReHQeCK3H pa60Ta.

ynpaBJIeRH.H opraHH3auuei'I.

06CJIY:>!<J'IBaeTe.

Bawa (Bawero nO.IUla3,D,eJIeHJUI) POJlb

B KOTOpoiI Bbl pa60TaeTe/KOTOPYlO

B

BbI

)f{) PaOOTa C OpraHa)m BRaCTII, KaHrrIIuaTaMII Ha BbIoopax B opraHbI BJIaCTII,

nORHTH.'ieCKHMH opraHII3aUIUIMH H T. II. Pa3YMeeTC}I. BbI He ,D,OmKHhI

IIpHBOUHTb KOHKpeTHble IIMeHa H Ha3BaHHH. JIHWb onHWIITe cyn Ii MeTO,UbJ

BarnefI pa60Tbi B 3TOfI c¢epe.

npo,UomKelme Ha CJIe,UYlOrneiI CTpaHHue
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2. B ynoMYIH)'TbIX paHee ccPepax rrpo¢eccHoHanbHoH ,ue1lTenbHocTII. KaKa$l

HM¢OpMau.H.,Ii H KaKIIe rrpo¢eCCHOHaJIbHble HaBbIKlI nOMoryr. no Bawe~ry

MHeHIIlo, rrOBbIIllemIIO 3¢¢eKTlIBHoCTH pa60TbI B 3TUX c¢epax H nOtIeMy BbI

TaK CtIHTaere: YKa)l{JITe npe,urrOqTHreJIbHble HCTOqHHKlI HJlII cnoco6bI

nonyqeHHJI :noii }IH¢OpMau.uH, 3THX HaBbIKOB.

3. ,IJ,aiiTe KpaTKoe onpe,ueneHHe rrpocPeccIm COTpy,uHlIKa npecc- JlY)l{6bl.

cneunanHcra no CB$l3J1M C o6w:eCTBeHHOCTbIO, C¢epbJ public r Imi ns.

Il pOUOJDKeUiIe Ha CJlenYloillefI CTpaHIme
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5

4. YKa)KHTe, nO)KaJIyHcTa, cPYBKUIJlI, COCTaBJl~lOmne BaIIIY npocPecClTOHaJlbH)'lO

J],e~lTeJIbHOCTb. KaK l.IaCTO OHU UCnOJIH~IOTC5i (no lllKaJIe II3 n5iTlI nYBKTOB:

HanpHMep, "nocTo~mHo", "<{acTo", "He OtIeHb l.IaCTo", '"pe.rr.Ko", '"HuKofJ],a")? KeM

OHH HCnOJIH5iIOTOI'? DOMeuTe COOTBeTcTByl0l.lI,JIe HtIeHKH,

CDYHKUmi qacToTa lICnOJIHemI5i KeM IICnOJIH~IOTC5I

n "" * * H JI IT IK .D: II J], 0

0 H J{ 0 0 p 0 p p
C K 'I .D: Jl Y J], Y r
T 0 H tl Jl r P f a

T f 0 H e II a 0 H

0 .D: H r :-'1 3 H II

H a B e 0 J], 3

H a H H e a

H M H JI U

0 1'1 bl e H

M H e

1'1 II

e

M

DpeCC-peJlH3bl

Dpecc-KOH¢epeHUHH

Ha60pbl MaTepHaJIOB ,UJI5i

ny6JIHK.1UIUr

Dy6JIHKaUHH J],JI~

HHBecTopoB/aKUHoHepoB

Dy6mrKaUHH J],JI5I

KJ1l'reHTOB/noKynaTeJlefri

nOTpe6HTeJIeH H T. n.

TIy6JIHKaUHH lln5f

napTHepoB

Y CJlyrH Hacenemnol

HaceneHHoMy rrYHKTy B

ccPepe KyJIbrypbl

COUHaJIbHOe o6ecnetlcHlle

HaceileHH~

DpoCBenUeJlbCKa5I

pa60ra C HaceneHHeM I

UHCKYCCHlf,
'"KpyrJIble

cronhl
..

II T. n.

TIpOJ],OJI)KeHHe Ha cnellYlOlllefr cTpamrue
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6

¢YHKUIUi tIacToTa IICrrOJIHeHIHI KeM IICrrOJIHSlIOTC5I

II * * * H JI n IK n n n 0

0 II H 0 0 P 0 P P
C K If .II: JI Y .II: Y r
T 0 H If JI r P r a
T r 0 H e II a 0 H

0 .II: H r yl 3 H H

5I a B e 0 .II: 3

H a H ir e a
H M H n U
0 H hI e H

I M H e

H il

e

M

BhICTaBlGJ

Onpe.II:eneHHe uerreBof"l

aY.II:HTOpHH H ee

xapaKTepUCTMK

OueHKa 3cP<peKTlIBHOCTlI

KOHKpeTHhlx orrepalJ,Hil

I1JIlI rrpO.II:YKTOB

(l'IHq)OpMaW·IOHHbIX

coo6meHMfl, " OC06blX

MeporrpmIHri( , HJnaHIIir II

T. II.)

AuanM3 Cpe.II:CTB raccoBoil

HwpopMaUHH

HH<pOpMupOBaHHe

PYKOBOnCTBa/KJIHeHTa 06

oomecTBeHHoM MHeHlIII

IIJIaHHpoBarme

ne5ITeJIhHOCTH npecc-
I

cny)K6hl.

OT.II:ena no CBSl35IM C

o6meCTBeHHOCTbro

ITpoJ(OJI;.KeHIlC Ha cJlcnYIDlJleir CTpaflllue
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<1>YHImmI I l..{aCToTa nCnOnHemLll I KeM nCnOmUI10TC.II

n * * '" H n n IK ,U n ,U 0
0 II H 0 0 p 0 p p
C K 1.1 n n Y n Y r
T 0 H q n r p r a
T r 0 H e II a 0 H

0 n H r M 3 fl II

.II a B e 0 ,U 3

H a H fI e a

H M H n Il,

0 H hI e H

M H e
II 11

, e
M

HHTepBhlO ,Un.II CMH

C06hITH.II , opraHll30BaHHhle

,Un51 CMH

PeKnaMHhre (IIJlaTHhle) 1

ny6nHKaIl,Hll

I1y6nJ1..KaI.l,H¥I nn.II

COTpy,UIDIKOB BaweiV

Bawero KJIHeHTa

opraHH3aI.l,HII

IIy6JIllK,UUUI OTtIeTOB 0

pa60TC opraHH3aUlllli

KJIHeHTa

IIy6JIHKaIJ;H51 KHllr ,
6pOUJlOP, H T. n.

MepOnpl151TH.II no oxpaHe

oKpy)l{alOmefr cpe,UbI

OpraHll3aUH.II OT,Uhlxa,

,Uocyra, pa3BneKaTenHbIX

MepOnpH5ITHH ,UmI I

HaCeneHll.II

IToolUpeHlIe ytlaCHI51

COTpYnHllKOB

BaUJeHiBawero KJmeHTa

opraHH3aIJ;HH B

o6mecT13cHHOir )fCH3HH

I HaCeneHJI5I

IIpoJloJI)f(eHHe Ha cne YIOmefI CTparUlue
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<PYHKUHII I LlaCToTa HCnOJlHeHH5I I KeM HCnOJlH5IlOTC5I

n * * * H Jl n IK D. n ,D; 0

0 H H 0 0 P 0 P P
C K q n Jl Y n y r
T 0 H q Jl r p r a

T r 0 If e II a 0 H

0 ,D; H r y( 3 H II

51 a B e 0 ,D; 3

H a H H e a

H M H Jl U

0 H bI e 1-(

Iv[ H e

H }(

e

M

ITpe3eHTaUHH

ITpa3,D;HOBaHH5I

ITpenBapHTeJlbHa5I

npOBepKa 9Q:>¢eKTHBHOCTIl

MepOnpH5I:THfI HJIH

npo.n.YKTOB .n.e~l:TeJlbHOCTH

RameR CJlY)K6bI

IbyqeHHe coo6LUeJ-IHli,

nocTynaIoLUHx OT

06LUeCTBeHHOCTII (noliTa,

Tene¢OH H T. n.)

Orrpe.n.eneHHe monefr 1'1

rpyrrn moneil BJlH5IIOLUHX

Ha 06w.ecTBeHHoe MH.eHHe

HnH cnoco6HbIX nOBJUl5ITb

lIa Hero

KOHCYJlbTHpOBaHHe

PYKOBO,D;CTBalKJIHeHTa no

BonpocaM pa60ThI c
06rneCTBeHHOCTbJO

ITpO,D;OmKeHIle Ha CJle.n.YIOllleJI CTpaHHue
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<f>YHKIJ,HU I t.IacToTa UCnOJIHeHH.5l I KeM IICnOJIWUOTC.5l

n * * * H JI IT IK .u n .u 0

0 II H 0 0 P 0 P P
C K 'l .u JI y .u y r
T 0 H q JI r P r a

T r 0 H e H a 0 H

0 .u H r 1 3 fl II

.5l a B e 0 .u 3

II a H fI e a

H M H JI IJ.
0 H hI e H

I H e

H Iii

e

M

IIo.urOTOBKa, oOy'femre

PYKOBO~HTeJIeH/KJIHeHTOB/

cneu.naJIHCTOB .JJI.5l

OOmeHH.5l co CMI1, )I{IIBOI-i

aY~HTopHeH,

npe~CTaBHTeJI.5lM11

06IUeCTBeHHOCTH

IIo.uroToBKa nO)lOOpOK

cj)aKTOB )lJI5I CMI1 IIJlI1

BbICTyITJIeHHH

npe,uCTaBHTeJIeIiI

opraHH3au.HWKJIIreHTa

f]O)lrOTOBKa pet.IeH )lJI5r

Ilpe,uCTaBHTeJIei"1

o praHH3au.HH/KJIUeI-ITa

BJlll.5II-IHe Ha

cP°pMHpOBaI-me

3aKOHO~aTeJIbCTBa HJIH

peUIeHH.5l opraHoB BJIaCHI

OpraHH3aUH5I

oOllleCTBHHHofr nOMcpACJ(J1

onpe,ueJIeHHOrO

IlOJIHTH'leCKOrO

a,uMHHHCTpaTHBHoro 11 T.Il.

peUIeHII.5l

C60p cpe,uCTB

TIpoLLOJI)I{eHIle Ha CiIe,uYJolll fl cTpaHuu.e
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¢YHKIlHH I l{acToTa I1CIIOJIHeHHSI I KeM IICnOmUHOTCSI

n '" '" '" H JI n /K A rr jl 0

0 II H 0 0 P 0 P P
C K \{ jl JI Y A Y f

T 0 H \{ JI f P r a
T f 0 H e II a 0 H

0 A H f M 3 CI H

51 a 13 e ° A 3

H a II fr e a
H Iv[ H JI U

0 II hi e II

M H e

II ir
e

M

OTCJIe)fillBaHUe

3aKOHOjlaTeJIbCTBa

I1HcPOpMHpOBaHIIe

nOJIHTH<reCKHX ,ueSlTe ilefr.

MorYlll;lIX rrOBJIHSlTb Ha

,ueSlTeJIHOCTb BaweM

opraHH3aUuHlKJ1HeHTa

TIOjlfOTOBKa H rry6flHKaUHSI

cPOTOMaTepHaflOB

TIOjlfOTOBKa H rry6flHKaUwr

ayjlHOMaTepHaJIOB

TIOjlfOTOBKa H rry6JIHKal.l)lS1

, rmjleOMaTepHaJIOB

5. KaKoe o6pa30BaHHe Bbr UMCeTe?

a)

Cnel.J.IiaJIhHOcTb:-----------------------------

6) EcmI eCTb, HayqHaSi cTcncHb: _

6. BJra,UeeTe flU Bhr nr-IOCTpaHHblM 5l3blKOM (aMH)? ECRH .ua, TO KaKHM(H)?

a)CBo6o,UHO: _

6) LluTaeTc H nepeBOJl:Ine: _

TIpO,UOJDKeHHe Ha cJIc.uyromefr CTpaHHue
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7. KaK nOJIro BbI paOOTaeTe B rrpecc-cJIy)Koe, C y)Koe no CB~3~~I c

ooweCTBeHHOCTlO. PUBLIC RELA1101 '!

_____ JIeT Mec~UeB

8. IToMeTbTe nO)KaJIyiICTa. nm OpraHlI3aUIIII, B KOTOpoiI Bbl pa60Ta Te:

a) opraHbI rocY)l,apCTBeHHofl B'IaCTII

6) BoeHHa5I!BoeH1I3HpOBaHHa51 OpraHIi3aUH~

B) rocynapcTBeHHoe rrpennpmiTIIe (npOMbIIlIJIel-IHOCTb)

r) rocynapCTBeHHOe npenrrpH.lITlIe (HI1I1)
n) rocynapCTBemwe npenrrpli.lITHe (oopa30BaHHe)

e) rocY,ll,apCTBeHHOe npennpU.lITIIe (CB~3b, KOMMYHaJIbHble YCJI~TII)

)K) alill,HOHepHoe ooruecTBo (npOMbIIIIJIeHHOCTb)

3) aKIJ,HOHepHoe ooruecTBo (HI1H)
11) aKIJ,110HepHOe ooweCTBO (oopa30BaHHe)

K) aKliHOHepHoe oorueCTBO (CB~3b, KOMMYHaJIbHble YCJIYTII)

ll) aKl.l,HOHepHoe o6ruecTBo (ToprOBJI5f, cePepa 06CJIY)KHBaHIl~)

M) aKUHoHepHoe ooruecTBo (cellbcKoe X03.lIHCTBO)

H) aKIJ,JiIOHepHOe o6ruecTBo (CMil)
0) aKIJ,HOHepHoe o6rn:ecTBo (peKllaMHble ycnynr)

n) aKUHOHepHoe o6weCTBO (cneurramrJaIJ,H5I no CB5I351M C

06mecTBeHHocTbIO, PUBLIC R LATIO S)

p) I.IaCTHoe npe,ll,npU5ITUe (npOMhIIlIJIeHHocTb)

C) I.IaCTHoe npennpH5ITHe (HHH)
T) 'iaCTHOe npe.IInpH.lITHe (oopa30BaHHe)

y) 'iaCTHOe npe.IInpH5ITHe (CB5I3b, KOMMYHanbHble YCllynr)

eP) <IaCTI-IOe npe.rr,npH5IHle (ToprOBllR, cePepa OOCJIY)K}IBaHII.5I)

x) tIaCTHOe npe.IInpHJITHe (ceJIbCKOe X0351tlCTBO)

U) l.jaCTHoe npe.IInpH5ITHe (CMl1)
q) 'iaCTHOe npennpH5ITHe (peKJIaMHble yCJIYrH)

Ill) tIaCTHOe npennpmITue (cneUl1aJIH3aUH5I no CB5I3.5IM C

ooruccTBeHHOCTbIO, PUBLIC RELATIONS)

ITpollomKeHlle Ha CJIellywwelI cTpaHlIue
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9. KaKofr pa6oToH Bbr 3aHHMaJIIICb JJ,O npuxona B npecc-cnY)K6y, CJIyx6y no

CB.5I3.ll'.M C 06UIeCTBeHHOCTbIO. PUBLIC RELATIO )?

a) aJJ,MHHIICTpaTIIBHOir

6) nperroJJ,aBaTe~bcKoH

B) peKJIaMHOi1

r) ycmJIC.5I

n) )KYPHaJIUCTCKOfr

)K) IOpHJJ,HtIeCKOH

3) npennpHHIIMaTeJIbCKOir

n) npyroe (YTOtIHIlTe)

10, IIoMeTbTe. nO)KaJIyIlcTa. K KaKoII B03pacTHof! rpynne Bbr ce6.5I OTHocHTe"

a) no 25 6) 25-35 n) 36-45 r) 60JIee 45

bJIarOJJ,apllM Bac 3a BpeMjI. yneJIeHHOe H3yqeHHlo H pa3BJlTIUO Harne!!!

npo¢eccnH B POCCHH. IIpoch6a BepHyn nnOJIHeHHbIH onpOCHIIK A.M:. BepeTHHY

EnE K.b. Cll,JJ,OPOBY B Cam::r-IIeTep6yprcKYIO AccoUHaumo CnelJ,HaJIHCTOB

npecc-cJIy)K6 If C YA<:6 PUBLIC RELATIONS JJ,O 20 .rr.eKa6p.5I.
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onpoc CnELJ,HAJlHCTOB nPECC-CJlY.>KE H CJlY.>KG PUBLIC RELATION POCCHH

14 N. University PL. #4
Stillwater, OK 7-t075
tel.: (405) 744-2986
fax: (405) 744-7529
e-mail: goregin@okstate.edu

YBa)Kae~lbll1 KOJIJ1era'

3TOT onpOCHHK paCCbl!laeTCll CneUaJllICTa:-1 npecc-c.rtY)KO Il CJlY)KO PUBLIC RELATIO

POCCHH, oona.ualOl.J.l}I:-1 3Ha'[JJTe.%HbIM OnbITO:-1 npaKTH'IeCKOil paOOTbl. Bonpocbl, co.uep}l(aUlIleCll

B HeM, HaueJlellbl Ha H3Y'leHlle :3Toil npaKTHKH H, B KOHelIHO~1 C'leTe. Ha C03.1alllle Ha~''lIlOH

oa3bl paJBHTlHI HaweH npocjJeCClIH.

npocjJeCCHll paOOTHHKa np CC-C.:Iy)KObl, CneUHaJIIlCTa no CBJl3llM C ooweCTBeHHOCTIO H.1H

PUBLIC RELATIONS nOJlBHJlaCb B POCCHH HeJ.aBHO. Te:-r He MeHee. C 3Toro ~lO:-lelrra, HaweH

o6wel1 3ana'leH JlBJllleTCll nOBblweHHe ::>cjJcjJeKTlIBHOCTH Haweil pa60Tbi. a 3Ha'l}lT H Hawero

aBTopHTeTa. C ::>TOJ1 3aua'leil TeCHO CBJDaHbl BonpOCbl nOBblweHllll KBa!lllcjJllKaUIlII paOOTalOWIlX

cneIllla;IIICTOB H nonrOTOBKH HOBblX npocjJeCCHOHaJlhHblX KaJIpOB.

Hawa npocjJeCCHOHa.'lHaJi HCTOpHJ! nOKa ewe KopOTKa H Haw onblT ewe He CTaJI

onblTOM ue 1011 OTpaCJlH. MeXaHH'IeCKOe )Ke rrepeHecemle OCHOB HJlH a)Ke ca:-lblX nepe.J.OBblX

AOCTH)KeHHH 3anaUHoro PUBLIC RELATfONS, cyweCTBYlOwero Ml'lOnre rO.J.bl (~l1lH nO'lTII

CTo.rrenle, KaK B CllIA), lie rapal-ITHpyeT ycnexa B lIalUllX yC!lOBllllX.

OQeBl1nHO. liTO MJl .il.anbHeHwero pa3Bl1THJl Haweil npocjJeCCl111 HeOOXO.J.IDIO H3Y'leHlle II

ooo6weHHe npocjJeCCI10HaJlbH0l1 AeliTenbHOCTI1 Ii ycnOB}1I1 B KOTOpblX OHa ocywecTBJllleTCJl.

Onpoc. B KOTOpOM Bbl y'IaCTByeTe. llBJllIeTCJI waroM no nYTII 113yt-IeHHJl Hawef! npocjJeCCHll,

lIaKOnneHl1l1 npocjJeCCHOHallHblX 3Hal-IHJ1. c03JlaHIIlI Hayl.IHOH OCHOBbl poccHilcKoro PUBLIC

RELATIONS.

6o:lwali npocboa. YBa)Kae:-lblil KO.l.lera. nOMO'lb oOlue~IY pa3BIITIIIO CBOII~l YIIIIKaJlbllhl~1

OnLITO~1 H OTBenlTb lIa 3anaHHble BonpOCbl ~laKCHMaJlbJlO TWaTe:lbIlO. H TIll1lJlITe CBOliX 1l~lell

1,1 lie CTaBbTe HHlUlBI1JlyaJlbl-lbIX nO~leTOK Ha onpocllblX J11ICTax. TaK KaK lIallla npocjJeCCI151

npennOJlaraeT 60JlbWYI0 nO:IIO KOllcjJHJleHUl1aJlbHOCTH I1CnOJIHJlC~IO~1 paooTbl, BOJJlep)KIITCCb.

nO)KaJlY~ICTa, OT HCnOllb30BaHHlI B Bawl1x OTBeTax KOIIKpeTIIJ,!X HMell II IIa3BallHfl. HCnOJlb3yfITe,

CKopee, OOWYIO K1JaCcHepHKaUHlo. Tl1nhI oprallH38Ul1il. JlOll)KIIOCTllbIX .'lllll, Cpe;rCl'R MaccOJ~oil

Illlepop;o.laUHI1 TaM, rIle :3TO HeoOXOJUDlO. OmllUHTe CYTh 11 feTOllbl Balllefl pa6oThl.

BepHHTe KaK MO)KHO CKopee OnpOClIl1KI1 B CaHKT lleTepoyprcKYro ACCOUllaUHIO

cneUHa.'lHCTOB npecc-cJIY}I(6 11 ClIY)KO PUBLIC RELATIO Jl]lll HX OTnpaBKIf II CiliA, me

oyn.eT npOBeneH aHa un pe3YJlbTaTOB onpoca C nOMowblO KOMnbl Tepa. lloCJICJl!IHH CpOK

OTnpaBKI1 20 n.eKaop51, HO nocTapaHTecb OTBenrr pallbwe. Bonpochl no npOBeJlell1O onpoca

MO)KIIQ 3anaTb A.M. BepeTHHY, npe3Hn.eHTy ACCOUHalll1~l, K.E. CHnopoBY, HcnOJIIIHTeJlbllOMY

J{HpeKTopy AccoU}laUHI1 HnH lIenOCpe.llCTBeHIIO A.r. [openlllY, BeJlYllleMY ::>TO I1ccnellOBaHlfe. C
lJOClIeUHH:V1 MO)KHO CB1l3aTbOf no aupecy, YKa3allilOMY lIallepxy ::rroro TIlICL~la.

3apaHec 6J1arO)~apeH 3a COTPYAHI1'1eCTBO,

A.r. [operHlJ

BHlle-npe3HuellT

CaIlKT-n eTep6yp rCKOH Acco llHalllfH

CnemlaJIHCTOB npecc-c:/YiKO

11 cnY)K6 PUBLIC RELATIONS

27 OKTllOPll, 1995 r.
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SURVEY OF I TERNATIO AL PUBLIC REL TIOr

David R. Drobis
Chairman & CEO
Ketchum Public Relations
220 E. 42nd Street
New York, NY 10017

January 18. 1996

Dear Mr. Drobis.

PECI LI T

I am a Russian public relations practItIOner particIpating in the Freedom Support ct
Fello\.\iship program supported by the U.S. government. The goal of my study i to research
the application of public relations practices de\"eloped in the U to the n ds of other
countries. [ beiie\'e that public relations practitioners in other nation - and in Ru sia in
particular - could use your ad\"ice.

'{our answers to my questions \\"ill make a valuable contribution to the de\'elopm nt of the
ne\vly established Rus ian PR industry. Also. many international public relations
practitioners might benefit from the study of many personal experiences synthesized into
the experience of the profession. In order to save your time and to a k your only the
questions directly related to your practice, I am sending you this preliminary letter. There
is an answer sheet enclo ed to the letter. In this enclosed paper I a k you to mark the
region of the \.....orld where y u performed your profe sional en'ices at least once \\'ithin
the last fi ve years. Your answers \\'i II be k pt strictly confidential.

Please return the answer sheet by February 5. 1996. nd. plea e don't h sital to contact
me if you have any questions. My addre is Paul Miller chool of Journalism and
Broadcasting, Oklahoma State University. tiJlwater. OK. 74078. The telephone number is
(~05) 744-2986 and fax (405) 7~4-7529. My e-mail address is gor gin1[okstate.edu. If you
have any questions about authenticity of this urvey. please contact my r search adviser,
Dr. Charles A. Fleming, at (405) 744-8270.

Sincerely yours,

Alexander G. Goregin
Vice President,
St. Petersburg (Russia) Association
of Public Relations Specialists
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Preliminary question:

Dear Mr. Drobis,

From the list of the world regions circle, please, the one(s) ..vhere you have work d at least
once within the last five years.

a. Western Europe (all the European countrie including lorthern and Central Europe.
and Iceland but excluding the [ornler socialist countries).

b. Ea tern Europe (countries offormer Soviet block including Yugoslavia and Albania
but not the Soviet Union itselt).

c. Former Soviet Union (15 newly independent republics including Baltic tate).

d. Latin America (all the countries south of the USA).

e. Southeast Asia (including India, China, Indochina, Korea, Taiwan. Singapore.
Philippine. Malaysia. Indonesia).

f. AustraliaJNew Zealand

g. Middle East (including Israel and Turkey).

h. South Africa

1. SA/Canada

j. Other _

Thank you for your cooperation and for your time devoted to the res arch and de\elopm nt
of international public relations. Please return the answer sheet by February 5. 1996. My
address is Paul Miller School of Journalism and Broadcasting, Oklahoma State Univ rsity,
Stillwater, OK, 74075. My fax number is (405) 744-7529 and -mail address is
goregin@oksate.edu.

Sincerely yours,

Alexander G. Goregin
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SURVEY OF INTERNATIO AL PUBLIC RELATIO

Dear Mr. Stanley.

PECfALI T

Please return the questionnaire by March 8. 1996. My addres i Paul Miller School of
Journalism and Broadcasting, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater. OK. 74078. The
telephone number is (405) 744-2986 and fax (405) 7-1-4-7529. My -mail addre s is
goregin@oksate.edu.

Please, answer the following questions concerning your profe ional experi nce:

1. What is your educational background (degree, major)?

2. What languages other than English do you speak?

Good: _

Fair: ----------------------
Poor : _

3. How' long have you worked in international public relations?

_______year months------

4. What type of organization do yOLI work for? Circle the letter of your cunent
organization type.

a. Association/non-profit
b. Educational institution
c. Consulting firm
d. Military

e. Corporation
f. Consulting firm/non-communication
g. Government
h. Self-employed
i. Other ----------

next page. please
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REGION D: LATIN AMERICA (Mexico). Ans\: er the questions ba ed on your
experience within last five years. In A.I - A.5 omit tho e not appl. ing t your practice.

A.I. Describe. briefly. your re earch acti\'ities. \-Vhat is the u e of r search in your
practice?

A.2. Describe briefly your community relations activities. Vvnat are your main tools?

A.3. Describe briefly your internal communications activities. What are your main tool?

AA. Describe briefly your government relations activities. What are your main tools?

AS Please, give a definition of your role in as public relations practitioner in this region.
Focus on your interaction with publics and client/employer.

next page. please
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A.6. Please, mark the functions you performed as a part of your practice in this region.
How frequently did you perform each of them? What \vas the role of local
agents/partners/employees in performing each function? The functions are:
1- equal partner; 3 - advising; 5 - impl mentation; 7 - didn °t take part.
2 - planning; -l - research: 6 - administrati\"elt chnical

Public Relations Functions How frequently did you What was the role of your
perfonn this function local

partner/agent/employee
(check all that apply)

all '" * * n 1 2 ... 4 5 6 7.J

the e
ti- v
me e

r

Defining target audience
and its characteristics
Communication
effectiveness evaluation
Media analysis I
Pre-testing communication
products
Analysis of messages from
your audience
Research of issues currently
or potentially important for
your client/employer
Research on opinion leaders
Press-releases
Press-conferences
Press-kits
Speech

..
forwntmg

client/employer

Fact sheets for mass media

Press interviews

News events

Paid publications
(advertorials)

next page, please
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The local partner/agent/employee' s function are:
1- equal panner; 3 - advising: 5 - implementation; 7 - didn or tak pan.
2 - planning; 4 - research: 6 - administrative/technical

•Public Relations Functions How frequently did you What \vas the role of your
perfonl1 this functi n local

partner/agent/employee
(check all that apply)

all * * * n I J .,
4 5 6 7- .)

the e
ti-
me e

r
Photomaterials
(photoproductiono photo
op-s, photo news releases)
Audiomaterials
(audioproduction. audio
news releases)
Videomaterials
(videoproduction, VNRs)
Publications for
investors/stockho1ders
Publications for
customers/clients/visitors
Publications for outsid
partners of client/employer
Annual reports
Brochures. books, etc.
Discussions. meetings, etc.
Exhibitions
Presentations I

Celebrations
Fund raising activities
Cultural services for

I community
Social services for
communi'ty
Publications for
employees/members of your
client/employer

next page. plea e
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The local partner/agent/employee's functions are:
1- equal partner; 3 - advising: 5 - implementation; 7 - didn"t take part.
2 - planning: 4 - re earch: 6 - administratiye/technical

~

Public Relations Functions How frequently did you What wa the role of your
perfoml this function local

partner/ag nt/employe~

(check all that apply)
all * * * n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
the e
ti - v
me e

r
Educational servIces for
community
Environmental works
Entertainment/leisure for

Icommunity
Employees' involvement
into community's life
Legislation tracking
Informing politicians/
communicating client's/
employer's position to
politicians
Influencing the legislation
or agency's regulations
Gra -roots campaigns,
organizing public support
for certain policy/decision
Informing top management!
cJ ient about public opinion.
public attitudes, etc.
Counseling top
management/client on
public relations issues
Planning the PR programs
Providing top management!
client with communication
training
Thatlk you for your contnbutlon to the research and development of our professIOn. I
\voldd be very pleased to receive the filled alit questionnaire by March 8. 1996. My
address, telephone and fax number, and e-mail address are at the fir t page.

Sincerely yours. Alexander Goregin
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SURVEY OF I TERl ATIO AL PUBUC RELATION PECI Ll T

James Stanley
Prsident
Stanley & Company. Inc.
33 W. Micheltorena
Santa Barbara. CA 9310 I

February 20, 1996

Dear Mr. Stanley.

Thank you for wishing me the best of luck and an wering my preliminary
question concerning you professional experience in different regions of the world.

ow I ask you to answ'er the econd and the last part of my surwy. Here I am
interested in some details of your professional practices outside the United tat
Also I ask you to answer some add,itional questions about your profes ional
experience in general. Please, don't mind to receive long questionnaires.
Consider it as a recognition of your expertise. The more experience you have. the
longer questionnaire you receive.

The value of your answers is hard to overestimate. Let me just mention that this
study of your experience will help to develop the public relations profession in
Russia and, possibly, benefit international public r lations practitioner.

Your answers \\'ill be kept trictly confidential. The number on the
questionnaires are for keeping track of respondent. and wi 1I be removed upon
receipt of your questionnaire.

Please return the questionnaire by March 8, 1996. And, please. don't hesitate to
contact me if yOLl have any questions. My addres is Paul Miller chool of
Journalism and Broadcasting. Oklahoma State University, Stillwater. OK, 74078.
The telephone number is (405) 744-2986 and fax (405) 744-7529. My e-mail
address is goregin@oksate,edu. If you have any que tions about authenticity of
this survey, please contact my research adviser. Dr. Charles A. Fleming. at
(405)744-8270.

Sincerely yours:

Alexander G. Goregin
Vice President,
Sr. Petersburg (Russia) Association
of Public Relations pecial ists.
Freedom Support Act Program Fellow
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